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Indian by Chance

Kit Tyabandha, Ph.D.

22/10/04

I stayed at the visitor lounge at Terminal 2 of the Indira Gandhi
Airport. Terminal 2 is for international flights while Terminal 1 is
for domestic ones.

Life is a pilgrimage. I went to India after the viva for my Ph.D.
in England. I went there on Thai Airways, using a free ticket obtained
through my mileage accumulation. God is everywhere I know, yet I
was scared of this country. That was the first time I went to a poor
country.

India may have a fair share of poverty but it has a strong potential
because it has steel. Indian steel must have fueled the industrial revo-
lution in England. It also had made possible the British Empire. Steel
gives to a country as much potential as oil does, or even greater, while
at the same time being less dangerous to have.

If you want to rule the world, it is important that you should be
able to fix the oil’s price. So if you have oil then you have no peace,
because everybody would try to fix you for the sake of fixing the price
of your oil. Therefore even though in theory you should be rich, in
practice you would have nothing but war.

With the world’s oil drying out the next prized energy item would
be uranium. So Iraq finds itself in trouble because of its oil while Iran
is coming next on the line for its uranium. Until we mine uranium from
other planets we are going to kill one another out before long.

23/10/04

A prepaid taxi from the airport brought me to a hotel the cost
of a room of which was Rs 400. On my way here I was taken
to some tourist reservation company, not at the Connaught Place
where I was promised. On requiring the fulfilment of their words
the driver took me to another reservation office, not far from the
hotel, and then let me walk back to the latter alone. I gathered
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my rucksack, having put the camera box inside, and walked away
saying I was going to complain. In front of the hotel the owner
and another big man followed me. One of them caught hold of my
wrist. They wanted me to pay for the room I had not slept in. I
twisted my arm free and walked away. When they followed me I
pointed my finger at them and said that they cheated me. I walked
along Panchkuian Marg towards Connaught Place.

The tourist office at 88 Janpath gave me the name of an approved
travel agent, saying they own a house boat in Srinagar. There I
decided to go by bus and stay for two nights with dinner and
breakfast provided, at a family guest-house. That would cost me
Rs 1,600.

I went with a boy, whom I knew later to be the son of Fārūq who
is the owner of the company. We went to a money changer just
across the road. On the way back I bought a bottle of water for Rs
12. The time was already 1:45pm. We will never be able to catch
the bus at 2pm, so Fārūq let me stay at his house free of charge for
tonight.

This proved a very interesting experience. He and his brother and
their family live towards the south-east of Connaught Place. Fārūq
drove the car fast and pressed the horn very often. He has three
daughters and one son. One of his daughters is neurologically
disabled. She sometimes has a fit. One of these fits took away
three of her incisors.

We had some fruits with milk and something which looked like
sa. gu. . Fārūq told me this was Ramadan. But after that we were
presented with rice and curry. All these were served on metallic
plates the bottom of which is as flat and polished as the surface of
a mirror. The curry rice was eaten by hand. We washed our right
hand into a bowl using the water from a small jar, both before and
after eating. I gathered that you are not supposed to lick your
hand. Wiping your plate clean of curry with the rice is an art. One
never lets anything fall back on to the plates.
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Then the children were taught Arabic in the Qur’an by a teacher,
who tonight stayed with us. Later the girls watched TV and we
were served with a kind of dessert made from coconut milk, sugar
and small threads of jelly. I went to bed around half past nine.
Early in the morning, I think, everybody woke up to pray. I did
not know what time it was, but a beautiful girl told me softly,
‘Sleep!’ It was very difficult to wake the eldest son who shared
my bed. I woke up again for the second time when the twilight
came. A young boy was also up already. We sat at the back bal-
cony together watching the pigeons scuttling on the eaves of the
buildings opposite us, and at people down on the lane at this early
hour of the morning. We are on the third floor. The flat is rented, I
guess. Their parents must be land lords in Srinagar, but here they
are tenants in Delhi doing their business. It is a good thing what
they did, bringing money to Srinagar.

24/10/04

I woke up early, had some try, unleavened bread and sweet, milked
tea for breakfast, then goto Connaught Place with Fārūq in his car.
The bread was layered, crumbling and brittle. At the bottom are
some seeds. It tasted very nice.

On our way we passed the Indian Gate. We reached the office and
I walked to Connaught Place, the railway station, Kamala Market,
and then back to the office. Then Fārūq drove me over to the bus.

My seat was 25A, which was the one next to last row near a left
window. The bus stopped for a long while soon after we passed
what I think must be the Red Fort. Following what the others did
I bought four bananas for five rupees. I had two seats to myself
most of the time, which made it very convenient. I slept on and off.
We stopped fairly often, but mostly at those places where foods are
not cheap. At one of these places I had some kari pakora for Rs 20
and plain naan for Rs 8.

25/10/04
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In the morning we passed one of the most scenic routes, with
the road winding its way along steep slopes and gorges dropping
down to rivers and streams seemingly directly below us. This must
be one of the few passes cutting into the Himalayan range. The
route is teeming with soldiers holding guns, machine-guns and
metal detectors. I never read the news, so this was a surprise for
me. I filled in a form for visitors arriving in Jammu and Kashmir.
For this we all got off the bus, walked in a line through a room
with metal detector and all. I was the last one to get back into the
bus. I call ours a bus since it was small, even though it may run a
long distance.

Signs along the mountain roads said, ‘Drive like hell, you’ll be
there.’

The militarial alertness seems out of place with this mountain path,
beautifully created by God. When we arrived I was the last one to
get off the bus. Around five guides got on to the bus, one of whom
produced my name written in block capital letters on a piece of
paper produced from his pocket. So I duly followed him but had
to pay Rs 30 for the ride on a tricycle-taxi to the boat house. I
thought it was going to be a pick-up service free of charge. We
crossed from the road to the house on a small boat in which two
may not sit side by side.

In the house boat I was fed with two pots of tea. A man who
said he made all kinds of jewelry wanted to sell me many of his
craftsmanship. I never intended to buy any, and told him so. Yet
after a long talk he seemed disappointed.

After it got dark I was brought over the water again to the road,
packed into a car which had the back seat opening directly to the
boot, in other words an estate car. There in the boot sat a boy, and
now also my rucksack.

I had a big dinner, which meant two rices and three curry side-
dishes. The house was big, two storeys with an attic. There are
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at least six bedrooms, one living room and a kitchen. More than
ten people lived here. The room I slept in was spaceous, had a
double-bed and equipped with a toilet and a boiler. I slept soundly
with a hot-water bottle under my blanket.

Inside the living-room we had a kind of basket with a clay pot
inside holding coal. This when put under the blanket made it very
warm. The idea is similar to the Japanese kotatsu. There were
two elderly women, and two elderly men one of whom was the
master of the house and owner of the house boat Crown of India
while the other said that Fārūq was his nephew. There were one
middle-aged couple, two girls, one boy, one middle-aged woman
or perhaps one in her twenties, and one male-servant. Early in the
morning everybody woke up to pray. I also woke up, but then
went to sleep again.

Still I woke up again and got up quite early to enjoy the fresh morn-
ing air while walking around the ground in front of the house. Next
door is a fortified tower with guards positioned around the clock.
You would find the same everywhere in this town of Srinagar. The
same also everywhere is how people always want to have the most
money from you.

26/10/04

‘Conscience,’ the writing underneath a picture of Mecca hung on
the wall beside the door of the living room here said, ‘the soft
whispers of the God in man.’

The owner wanted me to go to the mountain, not that he wanted
me to be close to God but because he wanted the money from ar-
ranging the thing. But it was too expensive, so I decided to walk
into town myself. They wouldn’t have given me a lift there for
free, but in the end they did after I had shown my determination I
should walk. Still I was left with a carpet dealer who became dis-
appointed when I displayed my resolvedness not to buy. I had two
herbal teas with cinnamon and some sizeable seeds, sweetened.
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Then somebody dropped me off at the Tourist Reception Centre
by his motorcycle. I paid Rs 5 for a map, and had some other
information. I walked to Lal Chowk but could find no bookshops
that had a Kashmiri–English dictionary I wanted. Then I walked
back to TRC again along a different route. I wanted to know where
to buy a carpet. A persistent dealer followed me in and out. He
wanted me to come with him into some side lanes where he said
there was a carpet factory. It was difficult to shake him off. When
I walked past Dal Gate people around us became more local and
the soldiers more knowing, he said this way was dangerous and
suddenly withdrew and turned back.

I walked on because I wanted to find this Pack Track that cuts
across Dal Lake in the middle. However I never found such a
path since I got lost in the end. Nobody understood English, or in
fact my English anyhow. I caught a bus back to Dal Gate for Rs
3.50. When I got off, a man from the same bus asked me what my
religion was. I said that I believe in God, and officially I said I am
a Christian. We shook hands when I said to him, ‘God bless you!’

I walked back to the house along Dal Lake. The way proved to be
very long indeed. I was stopped along the way at least three times
and at least twice had to open my camera case to show what was
hidden inside.

It started raining and began to get dark. I got into a panic in the
dark. I asked people several times for the way. The soldiers were
neither helpful, nor did they seem to understand English very well.
In fact I think many of them had a tendency to bully. I aked at the
bus, I asked at a telephone shop. Nearing the end of the journey I
asked at a hotel which seemed to be familiar, since it was actually
next door, more or less, to the house to which I was going. At
the gate the man from the house pulled up behind me. They had
been to the police to report the possibility of my being missing.
‘If anything happened to you,’ he said with a rather serious voice,
‘they catch us.’
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I was wet. The drizzle had soaked the long coat they lent me. There
was a power-outage again. ‘In summer,’ the old man said, ‘we
had plenty of electricity and light.’ ‘But in winter,’ he continued,
‘there are always outages.’ Kashmiri winter becomes a miserable
when there was no electricity to heat anything, when everywhere
is white, covered in snow, and the children have no electricity to
give them reading light. When the night is long and there was
nothing you can do except looking at the darkness. I wonder how
wonderful the Milky Way would look in such a night in such a
valley like this. In the gas lamp’s light I related what I had been
doing during the day. Then I had a lovely tea, and asked for one
more. The light came and we had a dinner together for the first
time, and then I retired to my room and bed. I had had a good time
talking with the three children tonight. I gave each of them a pen.
They always wanted me to play the game where they made ten
windows on a page in a book, simply by drawing the three sides
of each one of their rectangular frames with a pen until it cuts
through. Behind that, on another page, stands out some words
usually a noun or an adjective, which describe you.

The girls were beautiful. One was in her fourth grade at school
where she studied English, Urdu and Hindi, but no Kashmiri. No-
body writes this last language though it was their first language.

27/10/04

I woke up around seven, and explored the attic the door of which
was left ajar so that I could see the light. We had no electricity
until after eight. Then I had my breakfast and went up to my room
to prepare myself. I had to do some washing.

I waited for a bus but a man invited me into a car of another person
who was going to drop him at Dal Gate. He knew the owner of the
house where I stayed. He was disappointed to learn that I did not
tell him I was in fact going to Lal Chowk, not Dal gate. But it was
only a ten-minute walk from the one to the other.
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The somu I go into proved to contain not six but nine passengers.
The pollution, both noise and air were very bad on the road. I
think everybody in my car except me were Muslim. Coincidentally
a police officer wanted to board our car twice with his friend who
was a soldier with a machine gun. They said they were having
some trouble with the brake of their car. The second time the
policeman squeezed in the no-space next to me. He interviewed
me, and I told him I was a lecturer, a mathematician who was also
interested in languages, and a Christian. He said a village we were
passing had over one hundred languages in a rather small area. He
was a hindu, and told me something about the caste system and
his gods. He said they weree building a dam to make electricity in
this valley. I think it was a 125MW one.

A man who was helpful to me on the bus seemed to be a friend
of the driver. Later he wanted to put me on a sleeper bus to New
Delhi. He said he was a student of commerce. I think this might
be a kind of team-work to get money from a tourist.

In Jammu I walked and then got on a bus to the railway station. I
was just in time to get on a train to Agra. On the train I slept for
a while. Then somebody came and claimed my seat. So I found
myself a place to sit sleeping between two seats where people were
lying.

28/10/04

In the morning a man said I could share his seat on which he had
slept. Then while he went to the toilet one sikh came and claimed
his seat without a qualm. His method was to ask whether the seat
was occupied. I said, ‘Yes,’ and he took that yes to be the yes to
another question of whether he could sit there. So I left my seat
when the other person came back, and later found a better seat
elsewhere.

I had to pay some Rs 65 to a train conductor who told me that
then I could sit there in the sleeper car ‘peacefully.’ I enjoy moving
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around rather than having to sit in the same place all the time. The
seat I have now is on the right side of the train, and that was the
hotter one due to the sun.

Half of the people on the street in Agra spend their time chasing
after tourists. I did not want to have anything to do with prepaid
taxis and rickshaws, so I went from the station to Taj Mahal on
foot. The map I had was not a very accurate one, so I lost my
way several times. I asked some local people the way, and did not
believe what I had been told. So I asked again another one, but
what I was told then proved to be a longer way. There are at least
three different ways to reach Taj Mahal from the railway station.
The shortest one of these passes through a park.

To enter Taj Mahal there was a fee, which for an Indian national
was Rs 20 and for others Rs 750 A long queue of people stood in
front of the entrance. Instead of entering it I walked along the wall
to the river behind the Taj. There were people fishing and relaxing.
From the bank we could see people walking on top of the very
high red wall. The path to go there passes through a gate, which
was open, but there were a few locals gathering there wanting your
money for an entrance. I told them that I was here yesterday once.
So I did not pay them again.

From Agra I wanted to go to Gandhinagar in Gujarat near Amed-
abad. But there was no train during that time, so I caught one to
Mumbai instead. At the Agra station I met three Thai women and
only said hello. They were going to Delhi. A french couple were
going to Varanasi. Another European man also wanted to go to
Vanarasi. I went to Mumbai,

30/10/04

arriving there around six in the morning

In Mumbai I tried to walk to ‘Gateway to India’ but it was too far
away and I had not enough time. The air here is cleaner, but the
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streets are as disorganised as elsewhere. You can smell the sea air.

Somebody at the station had told me the banks will be opened at
8:30. I did not want to wait, so I went by a local train to Panvel.
There are trains there every ten minutes. My ticket said Rs 14 but
the ticketter charged me Rs 15 for it.

In Panvel I was more than one hour early until the banks here are
open. I waited walking along the only road that had some business
going on. It runs along the train tracks. All this only to find out
that no banks here may exchange money for you. They all said
you need to have an account with them in order to be able to do
so. Of course that is out of question. I waited more than three
hours at Panvel station having bought a ticket for going only to
the following station, intending to remain on board the train until
it reach Goa without a ticket. That left me around Rs 12 remaining
in my pocket.

I am running out of rupees. By and by our train stopped at my
station, and it stayed there for a long time. But I did not get out.
Instead when it started to move again I walked to the kitchen and
asked for some food. I had run out of money, I said, so I had one
fried batten for free. Then the manager came and asked what the
problem was. He seemed a severe man, so I left.

I stood at the end of a sleeper coach where it is joined the pantry.
No ticket examiners came to ask me for a ticket. We were about
an hour late, stopping any times to wait for other trains to pass by,
so they were going to try to catch up with the schedule or make
up for the lost time over the night. We passed through so many
tunnels. In the sitting space next to where I was standing there
were two catholic sisters travelling. I had eaten nothing all day
except some bananas, a Rs 5 worth of crackers given to me from
the food stall at Panvel Station when the stall keeper found out
I had no money, and some water. What’s worse is that there are
no aspects of my eating anything tomorrow either. Sundays all
banks are closed. I asked for food again at the pantry. This time
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the kitchen manager gave me a big take-away curry rice and a 300
ml bag of water. From now on I became very popular among the
waiters and kitchen staffs. Everyone acknowledged my presence
whenever they saw me. It was one night after a full moon, and the
moon put a mysterious spell on the sky at night on the left side of
the train.

The fact is that I as I stood there looking at the moonlit landscape
I had an excuse for being there at all with my rucksack, and not
sitting at a seat, which I had none. A young woman smiled at me
from the top berth on this end. She studied commerce, worked
now with AOL in Mumbai, and was going home for a visit with
her mum. I think she had somebody nearby whom she had just
met, who was trying to woo her, for he was jealous at me because
of my long and friendly talk with her. She was reading a cheap
novel, and went to bed while the moon was lighting a beautiful
landscape nearby.

At Gos there was a couple from Germany getting off. I told the
man that I had run out of rupees, and tomorrow was Sunday, so
they gave me Rs 550 for my 10-euro note. That was about Rs 20
short of the usual current rate. They were looking for a retiring
room, so I showed them where it was, then bought a ticket from
there to Tiruvanandapuram and got back on the train. The man
who sold me the ticket took from me Rs 12 more than the ticket’s
price.

Back on the train that man who was trying to woo Natasha tried
to bully me to get away from her. But I wanted to sleep there
near the only door that was quiet since it was at the end of the
sleepers, before the pantry. Fortunately enough he was only a
bully. Natasha’s mother said something to him, and he got a bit
more quiet.

31/10/04

Morning came. There were no longer tunnels. We are in a lush,
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coastal region. The scenery was so green and fresh. Every ditch
was brim full with water. The sea merged with land most beauti-
fully. There was some rain. Then we reached Tiruvanandapuram.
I walked the street and had some bean or peanut and other seeds,
several times. One small cup costed Rs 1. Opposite the train sta-
tion was a bus station. Here there were two book stalls. But a
dictionary of Malayalam was around Rs 200. I had no money, so
did not buy one. From here I took a train to Chennai.

1/11/04

We passed a huge wind farm and some very peaceful landscape.
I sat at the beginning of the journey, very early in the morning,
in the second-class sitting coach where I lay down and slept until
after it was light. We stopped at one junction after another, and as
we did more and more people came up until somebody came and
claimed my seat. I then went to the sleeper coach, but later on had
some trouble with the ticket examiners, who I thought was bullies
who became dissatisfied when they could not get any money from
me. In the end I went to the ordinary coach. But when we stopped
before reaching Chennai and I went to the kitchen to ask for some
salt, they found fault with me again while I was sitting on the
sleeper section nearby, gargling the brine.

In the ordinary coach filled with people I found a German girl
travelling alone. I asked her if she knew where I could buy some
vinegar, but she was at all neither helpful nor friendly. So I found
myself a different coach. In Chennai I tried to find a supermarket,
Food World, but it had run out of vinegar. I walked a street full
of clothes-shops, and had a few rotis, but nowhere could I manage
to find vinegar. With my money depleting and the burning sore
in my throat, I went back to the train station, only to find out that
the northern lines leave from Central Station and not from here.
So I walked to that place in the night. There the large hall was
filled with people sleeping on the floor. All the seats available
were occupied. There were big powerful fans blowing, essentially
I think for the purpose of chasing mosquitoes away. I found a spot
to sit down, and sat on my camera box and slept. The sleeping
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proved to be not only hard but difficult. At one point a big man
lying nearby tried to shoo me away. I was half asleep. I guess
I said to him there were too many people in other places. So I
remained sitting there until light. No, it was before that.

2/11/04

I walked around in the fresh air in the morning. But it was still
dark. It was 4 am. I walked into an expensive hotel called Sindoori,
and asked about the rooms’ rate there. It was around Rs 1,800 for
a single room. I said I had to exchange some money. They told
me to go to the High Court, and showed me where it was on the
map. I asked whether I could sit and wait on the sofa there until
it became light, and was allowed to do so. So I sat and slept there.
That was such a nice nap after such a hard sleep sitting on a hard
box. At 8 I asked after some vinegar at the restaurant there, and
was handed a glass. But a man and bullied me after money for the
vinegar. In the end I bought that bottle, which had only one-tenth
of the full content, at the full price, which was Rs 10. I gave him
the money, then walked to High Court.

I walked around that area, asking security staffs at several banks,
waiting for the banks to be open. Lanes around here are filled with
banks and businesses. I walked towards the ocean. On the map
there was written ‘Beaches’, but this turned out to be the name of
a train station. Behind the railway track was a port. I stood on a
foot-bridge at that station, watching the sea, until 10 o’clock. Then
I went to the main State Bank of India to exchange some traveller’s
cheque in Euro. We used the rate of yesterday as I was not sure
whether today’s rate would be higher. Today is US’s election day.
The US dollar had been falling. After this it should begin to rise
unless I am mistaken. I walked along a different road, having some
food along the street on the way, to the Chennai Central Station.
Ticket sellers always tries to frustrate you by telling you to go to
the reservation office. Always I had to come back to the former
again from that office, which was only a waste of time. I took a
train to Vijayavada, and then from there another to Visakhapatnam.
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3/11/04

At Visakha I walked around and bought some dictionaries. I had
learnt to get away from the station as quickly as possible to have
some peace. I also visited a tourist information centre, but every
one of these had proved so far to be a mere booking office that
wants your money rather than giving you information.

4/11/04

I took a train to Haora. The language had changed, first from
Malayalam into something else yesterday. Now it was Bengali. At
5:30 pm I booked into a bed at the dormitory facility of the station.
It was only Rs 35, but it is true whatever you do not use is always
expensive. After having washed myself I discovered many lice
while sitting on the bed to write this, more than plenty enough to
make me complain to the manager. That person proved to be called
the station master. He seemed helpful enough, but I did not get
my money back. After this I opted to sitting in the waiting room
instead.

5/11/04

From there I went to Guwahati. On the way there I met a man
who said he was a business man selling joint fittings for pipes. He
bought some herbal mouth freshener and gave one to me; they are
I think one rupee each. We both had some problem with the ticket
examiner later because none of us had a reservation. The latter
wanted me to pay him close to Rs 400, but the business man said
I needed only to give him Rs 150. He said he would complain
about this for me. But I decided even that latter amount was too
much, so I moved into the ordinary class coach at the next station.
There I sat with several young lads, some were doing some jobs I
did not understand while others were studying at the Tata Institute
somewhere in the middle part of India. That ride was an interesting
experience. Later a man and a woman came up, singing some very
beautiful folk songs to the hand organ in the hands of the bart.
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This instrument was a box you embrace, one side of which was a
bellow while the top had a keyboard. The sonorous voice of both
singers to the tune played on the organ gives a kind of solitude
feeling. The tunes in minor were more like a Hungarian dance-
than a Scottish bagpipe tune. Some of the boys in our group later
that night drank a little whiskey. Others next morning smoked
marijuana.

6/11/04

I bought another dictionary. This town is an important junction,
since it connects the whole states in the north-east with the bee-
hive in the west. The official tourist centre here gave me some
information about Assam. Early on in the morning when I had just
arrived I sat in the waiting room after having washed myself. Then
I saw a big rat running over a man lying on the floor. Another rat
ran after yet another one across the floor where many people were
either sitting on soem chairs or lying asleep on the floor. The room
was well lit by neon lights. I laid my rucksack down after this on
top of an empty shelf at least one and a half metres above the floor,
and lay down and slept.

I wanted to go to Dibrugar, for no obvious reasons except that it
was at the end of the line. According to the timetable there would
be two trains going there tonight. So I was not worried when I
could find no seats in the first one, and the other coach of the same
said it was for military personnel only. But the official timetable
I had was wrong. There was supposed to be no second train on
Saturday.

What was worse was the LED announcements also said there was
going to be the second, nonexistent train leaving from platform
number one tonight. So I missed one train and the other train I
waited for did not exist. I had to catch the train to Ledo instead.
The examiner said I could have a berth in the sleeper. He said
I had to pay the difference of Rs 109. But I had unfortunately
stopped trusting train examiners, so I explained that I had not
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enough money, and how my money had been stolen when I first
arrived here. In the end he only took Rs 80 from me, seemingly out
of pity lest I had to sit in the infamous ordinary ticket coach. But
I found out later that I was given a place in the sleeper only upto
Tinsukia. I reckon that should be only Rs 70, therefore I was still
over-charged by approximately Rs 10. But that was all right.

7/11/04

By the time we reached Ledo the train was already nearly empty.
Ledo was an interesting town. You step out from the train imme-
diately on to a vegetable market. I walked along a row of people
sitting on the floor candidly selling fruits and vegetables. Along a
footpath bordered by toy-like shops and stalls of various kinds I
asked two young girls, probably sisters, where to get a bus to go to
Dibrugar. But their parents sitting inside the shop wanted to know
what I was talking with their lovely daughters about. Then they
did not understand what I said in English and I had to guess my
way again.

At last I found out where to catch. But all buses obviously stopped
there, so I could not know which one goes to Dibrugar directly.
Often when people helped me here I did not know whether they
were actually helping the other party getting more money from me.
Some people told me it costed Rs 40 to go to Dibrugar by bus. This
turned out to be going to Tinsukia first and then catch another bus
from there to Dibrugar. But a similar bus to the latter one which
goes to Dibrugar was also seen here in Ledo.

The bus going from Ledo to Tinsukia costed Rs 20, and so did
the other one from Tinsukia to Dibrugar. Both trips proved to be
very interesting. You had a better view of everything including the
tea plantations. Tea are grown under a canopy of rather widely-
separated trees. I guess this gives them enough light while avoid-
ing direct sunlight. Some of the people who got on the bus spoke
a language which could be Ahom, because its rhythm was similar
to that of Thai. Sometimes there were some lilts which remind you
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of Lao, but I could not catch any word I could understand. Later
somebody told me that half of the people who live around Tin-
sukia, Ledo and Dibrugar are ahom. Each of both trips took about
one hour. In Dibrugar I walked to the Brahmaputra, the view of
which was so serene here you are almost tempted to swim across.
But it was getting dark when I was here, and there were clusters
of what I think were mosquitoes nearby, so I started to go back
towards the train station.

At the station the ticketter would not sell me an ordinary ticket to
go on the 6pm train. The station master explained to me the train
had only air-conditioned coaches and nothing else. I learned that
‘P’ on the timetable means pantry, not people’s or plain-, that is
ordinary ticket holder as I had previously thought. I was booked
into a partition that contained apart from myself some soldiers.
Another next to ours had around eight young baptist Christian
singers who came to sing here from Nagaland. They were heading
back home and were going only as far as Dimapur.

8/11/04

At Dimapur many people got off, and more came up. I was not
sitting in my seat, so it was double-booked to another person. Af-
terwards we had to share among four people a bench that was
meant for three. In Guwahati I learnt that this was accidental. Also
the commercial manager there told me that the price I paid for my
present ticket includes Rs 20 of safety charge on top of the fare plus
a Rs 20 reservation fee.

I walked to the Brahmaputra. Here it was very wide, with a few
islands in the midst. There were restaurant boats tied to the shore
on this side. On the other there were only trees and some houses.
I watched two eagles coasting above all the crows. One of them
went so far away, until it became a mere dot in the sky. Yet it
seemed still to be over the river.

9/11/04
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From New Jalpaiguri I walked to Siliguri, which was some 8 km
away. Rickshaws wanted me to take them for a ride, but I would
have none. I trusted nobody. They all charged tourists too much.
The reason I made the trip on foot was that the somu at NJP wanted
Rs 90 for a lift to Darjeeling. I was going to try the bus, which has
been rumoured to be Rs 55. It leaves from Siliguri, the fact which
I found out after some time.

That was an interesting walk I passed by stalls along the streets,
most of which sold tea and biscuits from big plastic bottles. I
stopped briefly ta one hotel, the Breeze, to have a look at their Rs
120 and Rs 150 rooms, and was allowed by the room boy to use
the toilet in one of them. More and more people appeared. School
children waited for the bus. Some were sitting behind a rickshaw
driver; or should one say the propeller? The small, poorly-paved
lanes gradually turned into a wide promenade with traffic in both
directions separated by islands running along the middle. Stalls
sold big, bulbous bulges made of fine threads, which looked like
sweets but tasted not so sweet. These are stacked up in columns
and mountains. The road went over a bridge. The water below
looked dirty, with rubbish strewn everywhere. On the other side
I found the Darjeeling bus stand. There was only one official bus,
which leaves at 6:30 am everyday with the official fare of Rs 50.
The private bus I got on costed me Rs 60.

Darjeeling sits on a lush mountain’s top. It is a vibrant market town
with positive appearance and atmosphere. There are in operation
some toy steam-trains with the rail separation only about one-third
that of the normal broad-gauge train. It runs in the morning be-
tween Darjeeling and NJP, and in the afternoon between the former
an Kurseong. The trains run on coal-powered steam engines. One
man from Australia said he had been on the train for the fifth time
this time.

From Darjeeling to Kurseong the ticket costed Rs 12 and the ride
was terrific. It was like taking a ride for three hours on a wonder-
train in some fabled land. The train passed up-coming cars, and
both were of comparable sizes, more like a bus and a car passing
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each other. The smoke and soot from the burning of coal got on
your clothes and blended with the mist or cloud. We were on the
same level of the latter. Before we had ridden ten minutes the train
stopped. The boiler, I think, needed fixing. Later on we stopped
again because the line ahead of us needed to be repaired. We all
got off the train to watch the repairing works being done.

The rails are kept at a proper distance apart by measuring with an
iron ruler with notches on both sides, representing a capital I with
on both ends a cross. A hand augur was used to drill a hole where
a square nail one inch wide and four long was to be driven in to
fix the rail in place. The wooden-log cross-bar support underneath
the rails, normally resting on the levelled ground, is here resting
on top of a huge iron bar of I-shaped cross-section that was laid
lengthwise in the dug-out ground beneath the track.

Soon the hooting sounded for everybody to be back on board and
the journey resumed. Most people got off at Ghum, after which
it got dark and the steam puffing from both sides of the boiler
interacted with the surroundings, which includes the people and
passing cars, gave a unique Victorian scene. We passed by houses,
stalls and shops so close that , together with the steam it seemed
as though we were on a wonder-ride in some fun-park, except that
this was not a ten-minute ride but a three-hour one, and our park
is neither man-made nor in a city but indigenously Himalayan.

In Darjeeling I had seen what looked like a soft food, which proved
to be hard and tough as the rubber that makes the sole of your
shoes. It was made from milk. It does not soften readily in your
mouth. A man at a bookshop there told me you have to munch on
it left and right. He mimed the action perfectly and said, ‘Nhub.
nhab. ,’ which sounded to me very Thai.

In Kurseong I had some food to eat inside a food shop. It was
a kind of curry puff and some sweets. The soldier I asked said
there would be no buses going down from the mountain tonight.
I was put in a car, and later had to pay Rs 30 for the ride. Then I
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had to take a mini cab to Siliguri, and then to New Paljaiguri by
a rickshaw. The mini-cab costed Rs 4, but I did not pay because I
thought that the man whom the police had asked to accompany me
down here had already paid for my part. It seemed so to me. The
man got off ahead of me, and then the driver refused to drive me
all the way to NJP. It seemed to me he wanted double the money
by doing no promised work. The rickshaw was ridden by a boy
who agreed to Rs 13 but later wanted instead Rs 50. I could have
given nothing or only Rs 10 for doing that. I then travelled next to
Patna.

10/11/04

Patna is a junction town with nothing in particular of interest.
Right in front of the station there is a temple where you may get
a duck’s eye view of the surroundings. I got up to the second
floor of the building after having deposited my shoes at a counter.
There I took some photographs of the crowd below. Several people
flocked around me and would not leave staring at me daftly. A
young girl came through them to me and gave me slices of apple
and some sweets. When I hesitated, she sweetly said, ‘Prasād hai!’
These tasted good. Then a man came eying me queerly and said
he wanted to be my friend. I told him I wanted to be left alone,
and walked away from him and the crowd. He said after me, ‘OK,
dear,’ so I said to myself he must be a homosexual hindu.

I walked along the streets but could find nothing of interest. In the
evening I bought a bottle of fruit vinegar made from sugar-cane. It
costed Rs 20 while another, made from Jamun, was Rs 25. Synthetic
vinegar here is called simply ‘vinegar’, whereas fruit vinegars are
called ‘sirga’, for instance ‘jamun ka sirga.’ I sat at the waiting
room tonight.

11/11/04

I caught a train before five this morning to Vanarasi. The sur-
rounding fields looked nothing special. There were discs around
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eight inches in diameter, made I think from cow dung mixed with
water. These were stuck up on brick walls of houses to let them
dry. I guess that they are feedings for cattle in winter. At Vanarasi I
walked to the Kashi Vishwanath Mandir, which is the central hindu
temple around which the city revolves. I looked at it in front, from
the outside but within the ring of the security guards surround-
ing. The place was heavily protected. There is a mosque standing
beside it, separated by a high wall of metallic bars. There was a
standing long queue of people waiting to enter the temple. Outside
on the streets there were stalls and stands selling hundreds of idols
like Ganesh, etc. Walking along the streets every minute or so a
rickshaw would yell at you accosting you to get on his vehicle. If
you say ‘No,’ he often would say ‘Why?’ That is his way of getting
you involved in his harassing conversation, which barbarically is
still acceptable here. In a way the Indian society is still stuck with
the Victorian past where pollution, poverty and poor conditions of
the people is the norm. In Darjeeling I remembered when a man
cut my queue I pushed him away, to which he unashamedly said,
‘Be a gentleman!’ So I told him I was not a gentleman. But I never
cut queues, neither would I do so without a qualm anyhow.

I walked to the Ganga. There were steps. A flock of buffalo with
curled horns and many people were bathing. These latter were
in the water upstream of where the buffaloes were. A man in
fanciful dress and head band in orange came up to me and asked
for money to satisfy his dressing appetite. I wanted to be alone
with the Ganga, so I asked him politely to go away. His clothes
were in a much better condition than the rags I am wrapped in by
the way. But he would not go away, the more revolting it was since
he understood English very well. He recited the name Vishnu and
said something about God. I must have then called him names like
‘murderer’, ‘robber’, ‘thief’, ‘godless people’, and the like. I told
him not to mention my Father’s name unless he believed in Him.

Back in Darjeeling at the man who had cut my queue I said, ‘Rub-
bish!’, to which he replied, ‘Yes, I am rubbish.’ At that I was
amazed. He was well-dressed, in his suit jacket and all. Perhaps
not only littering but also rubbish are acceptable here.
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I walked to the Banaras Hindu University. Teh Central Office was
closed because this was some holiday. But the library was open.
There were some people studying inside. I only had a look from
the outside. There was a rotunda with a reading room normally
found at old libraries in the UK. The British-, the John Rylands
University- and the Manchester Central Library’s, as well as the
Library of Congress in the US all have this kind of reading-room
rotunda. All of these are old libraries.

I walked to the Vishwanath Mandir. Here both the ground- and
the first floors had their floors paved with marble and the walls
with tiles inscribed with Sanskrit verses together with Hindi-, and
sometimes English translations, of extracts from the Gı̄tā, the vari-
ous Upanishad’s and Dhammapada. The verses were so profound
and obviously reach God. But everybody just came here to touch
their foreheads on the walls below these plaques. Such godless
interpretation of most godly scriptures! You know people’s faith
through the works they do.

Out at the gate the two men who took away my shoes now wanted
Rs 10–20 in return for the inconvenience they had given me. I said
I did not have enough money. When I walked away they pulled at
my rucksack. Another man who was at the door of the room told
me to listen to them. This third man seemed to have come with
two women. I asked him how much I should give them, and he
answered that any amount was fine. So I fished around inside my
pocket and gave the Rs 4 I found there to the two men. In hindsight
those three gave them Rs 3, why should I, only one, have given
them Rs 4? And they demanded from me Rs 20, these robbers and
thieves! So near godly writings, yet these godless creatures. Well,
you always learn about people’s faith through the works they do.

I walked to Mandua Dih Station, then caught a local train to Vara-
nasi Junction. There I had again a thali vegetarian meal. They
would not give me a receipt, and one of the man told me that he
was a hindu and therefore spoke no English. All this was told me
in English for that matter. So I did as he had suggested me himself,
that is went to find the manager at the DPS room. Both this room
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and the restaurant were on Platform 5. That was why I could not
find the latter this morning, since I had been searching for it on
Platform 1. The waiting rooms were also here on this platform. I
think this helps preventing the roguish public interfering with the
more decent people.

I told the manager his men at the restaurant would not give me
a receipt for the food I ate. ‘He said he was a hindu and speaks
no English,’ I told him. At this the eyes of the manager suddenly
brightened. He woke up from his sitting posture and walked to the
restaurant with me. My receipt then became possible, and the two
men cowed.

I sat and reclined the night inside the gents’ waiting room. On
the first floor at Platform 1 the dormitory costs Rs 50 a night and
looked clean. But I did not dare trust there would be no bugs,
neither the lice or some other funny creatures.

There is one and only one God. You call Him ‘Yaweh’, ‘Father’,
‘Allah’, ‘Brahma’, or ‘Truth.’ The scriptures all understand Him,
but the Talmud has nothing to do with Judaism, the Gita and Up-
anishad’s Hinduism, the New Testament Christianity, the Qur’an
Islam, nor Buddha’s teaching anything to do with Buddhism. In
his PhD thesis in 2004 Tiyapan calls God ‘Superset.’

12/11/04

I wanted to go to Sarnath, and went to the booking office to buy
the ticket. The staff there said that it was better I went by rickshaw,
since there would be no trains going there until 10:30 and the for-
mer costed Rs 10, only four rupees more than the ticket for the
latter. So I went over to a rickshaw, said ‘To Sarnath’, and sat on
board the vehicle. We were already moving when a man, another
rickshaw driver, came to us and asked where we were going. Then
he told the driver of my rickshaw never to take fares less than Rs
110. So I came back and bought myself a train ticket.
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Absolutely nobody could help me on the platforms. Staffs said the
train left at 10:30, some 11, yet some others that it was 12 noon.
The information regarding the platform from which this mysterious
train was going to leave varied from 1 to 5.

At the restaurant there were no chapatis for the thali meal, and
toasts and butter was Rs 10 for four pieces of toast. I did not have
any. In front of the restaurant I met a beautiful girl from Germany
who had on her rucksacks both on the back and in front. She was
only travelling, and liked Taj Mahal very much, saying it was very
beautiful. I would not have known whether this was true; I only
saw its roof from the outside. She said the museum at Sarnath
was very interesting, and that it costs Rs 2, on top of the Rs 100
entrance fee to get into the ground. She did not see any deer in the
deer park I saw on my map, however. She was so beautiful I forgot
to ask her what her name was. Then her train came and she went
on board at Platform 5 at around 9:45. That was the last I saw of
her.

In our talk I told the girl Indians might be still stuck in its Victorian
past. This would have explained the poor condition of the people
and the mentioning of gentlemen nowaday. The caste system also
played a part in this. But she said it does not help. And she was
right. She paid for the ricksha ride to Sarnath Rs 60. ‘I could have
gone with them all the way to Sarnath,’ I told her, ‘and then only
paid them 10 or 20 rupees.’ ‘But,’ I said, ‘I had rather not do that.’
‘They might have beaten you up,’ she said. And well they might
have. I agree with her that could have raised an uproar at the least.
But on the other hand uproars are worse than calmness but better
than inaction. ‘There would have been police around anyway,’ I
mused audibly.

I like this building at the platform number 5 of this station. The
ceiling is ten metres high, with only I-sectioned iron crossbeams
between every pair of which is a curved little vault covered in
plaster. The paint of all the parts looks decades old.
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Sitting here in this building, watching the perfect summer day out-
side, I understand why this country had been a perfect summer
home for the English. Here one may play cricket all year round.
Before my eyes stood an industrial cargo wagon the number of
which reads, ‘Nein! Nein! Fear swan sick,’ that is to say, 99420.
At around 13:30 I was put on the belated 12:30 train that I thought
was going to take me to Sarnath. But Sarnath and Sat.na sound
almost the same in Hindi that I had been put on a wrong train., the
Satna Express going westwards instead of eastwards which should
have been towards Sarnath., heading for Durg. I sat in a nearly
empty second class coach. This train went most of its way along
minor routes, but it is a very fast train. Very few people got on
and off the coach at each station we stop. Ours had its doors at
both ends shut, therefore we were very secluded and quiet. The
food along the way is also relatively cheaper than on other routes.
We passed through woods interspersed with fields, then through
forests. We crossed over a very wide river in the midst of which
there were sand islands in the form of wavy dunes. The pace of
life of the people we passed, as well as those who got on and off at
intervals, seemed to be slower than elsewhere, rather more human.
I managed to get plenty of sleep after it got dark.

13/11/04

In the morning there was some mist. Before the train reached Durg,
its destination, I got off at Raipur Junction. There was nothing
much around the station there except a few streets strewn with
several shops mainly selling fruits, food, or grocery. I ate two
samosa with chillis, which costed me five rupees. Then I bought a
ticket to Aurangabad because the brochure I had said it is easiest
to go from there to both Ajanta and Elloha caves. The timetable
said that I must travel first to Manmad, then change into another
train. It showed Manmad as the last station on that route. The
arrival time would be 0:40 the next day. I thought that would be
the last station for the train, but actually the same train carries on
to another route shown on another page. I should have noticed
this, since there was no box around the arrival time shown, and at
the bottom of the column was written a number 44, that of the next
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route it carries over to.

14/11/04

So I ended up in Pune at seven in the morning. There had been
a thick fog before we arrived here, but it became clear once we
reached the town. I had 5 rupees of pakoda and salted chillis in
front of the station. Looking around me I only saw many motor-
tricycles parking and some buses running. I looked at the streets
and the buildings, but the town did not seem to me to be interest-
ing. So I got back to the station and hopped on the next train to go
to Mumbai. It would mean a round-about trip that way, but this
seemed to be the shortest route to take to get to Aurangabad from
here.

The train to Mumbai passes through numerous tunnels. My ticket
was examined once on the train. The west coast mountains looked
as beautiful as when I saw it more than a week ago. I saw some
towns below, beautifully situated in valleys, or at least it seemed
that way looking at them from afar.

At Mumbai I walked to the Gateway to India. Many boats took
people over to the Elephanta Island just off the coast. I took a
walk inside the Taj Mahal Hotel, since it was so hot outside in the
sun. The hotel boasts visits by several celebrities, including Queen
Elizabeth II, President Clinton, John Lennon and Yoko Ono, Sidney
Sheldon, etc. There were photographs in black and white displayed
in a show case along the corridor to prove this.

Out on the street there were many second-hand book dealers. Trol-
leys selling fruit- and sugar-cane juices. At a city ground in the
midst of Fort Mumbai there was a cricket match going on. There
were also other people playing, also cricket. I asked for the way
to the railway station at a Tata Department Store. The inside of
the store is lovelily cool. You seldom find shops with an air-
conditioner producing such comfortable temperature like this in
India. A young girl at the counter inside said that she was from
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Nepal, but could speak no Nepalese. Her name was Salika. When
I asked her whether it is the name of a bird her male colleagues
decided it must be the crow. But in fact she was a fine girl.

I then walked to the Back Bay, and there sat looking at the beautiful
outlines of the buildings on the opposite side of the bay. Mumbai
itself looked very European. The Town Hall has Greek steps and
columns in front. The Chhatrapati Shivaji is more Victorian than
gothic. Its name was formerly VT, Salika said, for Victoria Terminal.
The present name was the name of a ruler. But most people still
call it VT even nowaday. The changing of the name was said to be
political. A refuge from the busy ground floor at Victoria Terminal
is the restaurant on the second floor. The system of numbering the
floors here follows the British system where one presumes a floor
must be flat and not simply resting on the ground, whereas in the
case of the US system all one seems to keep in mind is that a floor
must have walls.

This restaurant is where I had my thali vegetarian meal for Rs 22.
At 6 pm I walked into a ladies waiting room without knowing, and
there had a shower. That raised sufficiently a havoc which started
while I was I was in my shower. That was when I first realised
what I might have done. But I finished my shower first, and then
said I did not know. I merely followed one couple there. Normally
a wife may enter a male waiting room with her husband. What
I did not notice was that the husband in this case stopped at the
door and did not enter the room.

I had a second thali meal at the second-floor restaurant. Then I
caught a train to go to Manmad at 8:40 pm.

I sat on a piece of newspaper on the floor on the train and fell
asleep.

15/11/04

This was how I missed Manmad again for the second time. One
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hour later I got off at the station following Manmad. The train
was twenty minutes late. The station master looked at my ticket.
I explained to him that I got lost changing my trains. He said I
should pay fines.

But I had no money, and it was Sunday, I explained to him, the
bank was closed. He then wanted to have my pen, even in ex-
change of his. This pen I wore on my breast pocket has a modern
design. It was made of plastic, all transparent. Its colours were
that of the French flag, that is blue, white and red, since I had got
it from a french education fair in Bangkok. Written on it in red was
the website �����
	������������������	���� . That station master was not the first
person who wanted this pen. A few others had expressed their in-
terest in it before, for example one at the place where I stayed in
Kashmir and the pantry manager on the train when I went down
south to Trivandrum. I had not known people would like pens so
much here, otherwise I could have brought along with me the few
dozen I have at home. You get so many pens for free elsewhere
you take these things for granted.

I waited a few hours at Manmad for a connection to go to Au-
rangabad. This latter ride was really pleasant I dozed off for a
while. I thought it must have been hours but actually it was only
an hour. So I had not missed my stop. We had ridden through a
warm, sunny countryside, and the breeze coming through the win-
dows of the train was so lovely it had lulled me to sleep. The sleep
was so refreshing even though it was only for a short time.

In Aurangabad I visited the India Tourism Office, and then took a
bus to Ellora. I liked the scenery along the way there. Mountains
here are flat-topped. They are the result of the erosion caused by a
river. When you are on their top you never notice that you are on
a mountain. You do not notice where the river was until you came
close to the rim of the cliff leading down to it.

Ellora caves were carved both out of and into the rock. The whole
cliff of solid rock was cleft into, and carved out to make columns,
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rooms, halls, statues and temples. It holds you speechless when
you see it.

Textures of the rock are mixed. Some were porous, some were not.
I walked firstly up the cliff circling the outer boundary of the big
excavation. This was surrounded by water drainage carved in the
rock 20 � � –30 � � wide and deep. We could look at the roof of the
temple in details from here. The four lions standing on the circle
that is in the shape of a flower in the middle of the large roof top
gives you some idea what stone-carving could do.

It was only a few hours before the cave was closed. Today was
Monday. Ajanta caves close on Monday, and Elloha Tuesday. A
German couple I met told me that here these structures were carved
into rock whereas in China this was not the case. I guess he meant
that over there they were cut out of clay with high iron contents
which solidifies when exposed to the air to form stones. This is the
case with Angkor Wat in Khmer. But then again Angkor Wat was
built, not carved.

The ticket to go inside the caves costed Rs 250 for foreigners, 25
times more than for Indians. So I told the guard I came back to look
for something I had forgotten inside the caves, and was allowed to
get in. The temple was carved out of rock of the cliff, and the cliff
surrounding it was cut clean like tofu. Surrounding the temple
were corridors with figures in high relief on the walls. Apart from
these on both sides of the temple were hall upon hall with pillars
and steps. Many of these were occupied by bats. This you could tell
by the putrid and sickly smell produced by their excretions. There
were a few balconies that command a superb view of the valley.
Some Indians told me all the caves were here. But obviously there
were also others along the cliff that you had to walk to. So I spent
most of my time in the big cave.

Then I walked up the same route up the cliff again, and then to
the top of a waterfall. I wanted to see the other caves. But it was
getting dark, so I ran to the furthest one first and then retraced
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my steps back slowly. Of these remaining caves I only managed
to see them from the outside. They were mostly made in three-
storeyed structure. From the outside they seemed like flats where
those who visited the temple stayed. But I think there are also
Buddhist sculptures in some of them. So they might not be only
for accommodation after all. Theree were a few beautiful quads
where the balconies were surrounded, except for the opening in
the front, by rock faces. There were many people on the bus on the
way back, so I had to stand most of the way. I did not have the
Rs 15 fare, so the ticketter accepted the 13 rupees I had. I found a
black cricket on my arm. When the others saw it they seemed to
be rather afraid. In the end I saw it again, still alive, so I picked it
up and threw it out the window.

People liked to ask you from which place you come. Sometimes I
was asked to where do I belong. This time somebody on the bus
asked me this question again. I told him I came from God.

Back at the train station in Aurangabad I had again a thali meal.
But the puris were cold and I found a stone in my soup. The stone
was quite big, for it measured some half centimetre. I complained
even though I knew not what for. They never listen to your com-
plaints here. Anyhow they have never answered mine. After this I
sat in the waiting room trying to write, but fell asleep before long.

16/11/04

I woke up and had a shower, or rather only washed myself because
the faucet was too low to be a proper shower. Then I walked to the
bus station and got on a bus for Ajanta. The scenery along the way
was very nice. We saw some mountains again with flat tops. Then
it became only fields and crops. There were fields of sunflowers.
There were haystacks with pointed tops. The bus costed Rs 55, and
stopped not at Ajanta caves but at the T-junction not very far from
it. From here to the caves another bus costed 6 rupees. These latter
were green buses. The ones with air-conditioning costed 10 rupees.
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I tried to convince people at Ajanta that I had probably left some-
thing there and merely came back to try to find them. But nobody
would let me do as I wished. So in the end I sat at the ticket-
checking entrance condemning them of corporate stealing because
they would not look for the fictitious things for me, and would not
let me do so myself. After a good while doing this I just got up
and got in.

If Elloha struck me speechless, the sculptures of Buddha and his
disciples in the second cave made me admire those who made them
so much. They had clearly shown their faith through their works.
Most, if not all of the caves were of the same layout, a large hall
with columns has at the far end a chamber housing a sculpture of
Buddha and those of his disciples, along the walls were small doors
into rooms probably for meditation and sleeping for the monks.
The doors were probably made of wood, for nothing of them re-
mained to be seen. On the upper stone frame was a circular hole
3 � � in diameter and approximately 3 � � deep this must have been for
the axle around which the door revolved. Sitting thus snugly in
the rock these rooms must have been an excellent place to do med-
itation in. Their ceiling are the 20 metres or so of rock in the cliff
above them.

There are also rooms which open towards-, and command a good
view of the valley below. Some of the halls have high, arched ceil-
ings. Some of these have ribs on them. The ceilings are normally
painted in square tiles with flower patterns while the walls are
painted either with pictures depicting some stories or square tiles
of Buddha’s image.

In one of the halls the beams have figures having their backs
against the ceilings, staring down at you. Often there are either
relief or picture of a man and a woman holding each other in a
loving posture. Imagine the effect these would have had on the
monks!

After the caves I crossed a bridge to the other side of the valley
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and walked to the top of the cliff. Up there it was flat, with grass
and dark-brown rocks. There were also cactuses and trees such as
those that grow in deserts or on rocks. From up here you can see
the bird’s eye view of the cascading waterfalls at the far end of the
horseshoe shaped valley. For a long while I sat on the edge of the
cliff looking at the bowls of the falls.

I walked along a path which led to the top of the waterfall. Then
I stepped over the stream, walked on the rocks, and then followed
the rain-water drainage and paths which led me across the parts of
the cliff over the caves, to a climb which led eventually down to
the transfer buses. Parts of this climb seemed ancient. Through an
opening in the vegetation I looked at the caves and felt indescrib-
ably at home. This could have been, must have been where I used
to live in my previous life. This is why what I told them was not a
sheer excuse of my being here. I needed no excuse for being here.
It was none of my own works but God’s working. I had not de-
cided to be here but was put here. And He is the only one always,
which justifies everything, or anything He does for that matter. In
the shade I closed my eyes and remembered the climb I made over
a thousand years ago in this very spot, just to be by myself. At that
time I used to watch from here people going about their businesses
of the evening at the caves.

At the T-junction I met some people who were also going to Jal-
gaon. They came from Dule, which is only 90 kms away from here.
I also wanted to go to Jalgaon because it was nearer to this place
than Aurangabad does. However, instead of the red bus they put
me in a nicer semi-sleeper one. The ride to Jalgaon costed Rs 30.
The seats could be adjusted into a curved, comfortable space-craft
position. The ride was very pleasant and comfortable, and the day
was nice.

At Jalgaon from where the bus dropped me I walked 3 kms to the
railway station. The trouble with India is that people have too
many children, despite the country being already overpopulated.
So the norm is very selfish. Sometimes you think a person asked
you about something because he was concerned about your wel-
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fare, but it soon turns out to be that he is merely trying to catch
you unaware for whatever reason of the wicked purpose he has.

17/11/04

I sat sleeping for one hour at the waiting room before waking up
to catch the train to go to Ahmedabad. After it was light I hap-
pened to find myself sitting in the wrong class. So after my ticket
was looked at I got off at the next station, and a few minutes
later caught another train, an express.The day was nice and sunny,
which was usual. People play here cricket in the fields and every-
where. There were a few eagles or hawks cruising the air above.
The fields we passed include papaya, banana and sugar-cane. We
crossed a wide river. It was not until just before 2 pm when we
reached Ahmedabad. Here the shaking Minerets were not that
small, but rather slender and tall. What they were built for I do
not know.

I searched for a bookshop and found at last the area where book-
sellers were plenty. The used books were rather expensive. In the
end I bought from one shop a two-volumed dictionary of Gujarati.
Half of the shops here are like stalls with their shallow backs. But
the one I bought the dictionary from had a first floor and a base-
ment. They were in such a hurry to shut the shop that the husband
turned off all the lights while I was still packing everything back
into my rucksack. So I demanded, requesting having of no avail,
that the light be turned on again. I said it would be quicker if I
could see. Back at the station, in the waiting room I met a man from
New Zealand and a woman from Poland. They had been travelling
together for two months and the man said they came here for the
yoga. Doing yoga in a natural setting in Himachal Pradesh had
been impressive, the man whose name was David said. I talked to
them about God and the Gita, about mathematics as a language,
and about languages. I wrote down for David the names of the
trilogy by C S Lewis, the autobiographies of Hoyle and Gandhi,
and ‘The rhyme of the ancient mariner’ by Coleridge. He seemed
eager to learn, so I told them how I always teach my students, and
how some of them have been doing very well. I consider also this a
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teaching, for our God’s Ȧyudhya. ’s Defence teaches on a non-profit
basis. Therefore we can teach not only in classes but also in all
kinds of situation.

18/11/04

Morning talked with a couple from Spain. I caught a train at 6:40 to
Samakhiali. Along the way we passed a low land with the ground
brimming with water. There was a vast expanse of shalow water
everywhere. As far as the eyes could see were either this thin film
of water, muddy ground, or beds of dried mud. We crossed a wide
river. There was a long road bridge and a few wind-turbines.

The area is wholly flat. Only in a very distant horizon did you
see sometimes some low hills. The same type of weed thrived ev-
erywhere except in those over-saturated ground. It grew in bushes
higher than a man standing. Many branches shoot from the ground
together presumably from a common bulb underground. From
these branches project leaves, which are compound, and hang the
pods, curved like those of green pea but not as long. The land was
desolate. You see a house only infrequently and less often a town.

My impression of Samakhiali was that it is a desert town, though
the same weed can be seen everywhere. The town itself stood on
the other side of the motorway. The eastward branch of this latter
had a sign saying that a toll-gate is 500 metres away. There were
both metre-gauge- and broad-gauge tracks. The former one is for
local trains, whose numbers contain three digits, whereas the latter
are for national-network ones the numbers of which contain four
digits. There were some shops selling food on both sides of the
motorway. There was also one petrol station.

It must be either the food or the water in the cooler-containers
which was not clean, because my stomach went funny after a while
here. The toilet at the station was locked with an old-fashioned
type of lock, but which had inscribed on it a ‘1987’. At one food-
stall where I had a thali meal for both lunch and dinner the toilet
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was simply the field of weed behind it. You carry with you a bottle
of water for the after-cleaning, and pick your own spot. Rats, and
perhaps hogs, abounded between the kitchen at the back of the
stall and your toilet the field, but beyond this you are more or less
left alone and it was quiet. The weeds have prickly thorns, so you
do not wish to brush against them.

At night I slept on a bench in the waiting room. I turned the ceiling
fan on to drive some mosquitoes away.

19/11/04

I caught a train in the morning to go to Bhildi. This train is a metre-
gauge- not a broad-gauge one. Soon after we set off two men got on
board. They started to bully me by demanding I move away from
the door in order that they could take my place, which I refused to
do. They pressed against me so close that I feared I would fall off
the running train. So I pushed them back. But they got hold of my
foot and stole one of my shoes. I went after them and got the shoe
back. I heard them saying to each other the word ‘Musalman’, so I
guessed they were Muslims. As I had always prayed for Muslims,
I suddenly felt a kind of good will towards them and stood aside
to let them pass at the next station because they seemed to want to
get off. But my good will was returned with such an ingratitude
that they grabbed my foot and tried to pull me off the train, which
had already started to move.

After this I reported at one station to the railway company and
then at another to the police station there. I became well-known
and people talked about me everywhere on the train and on plat-
forms. I would have preferred they had helped me when the inci-
dent happened instead. I am greatly afraid I would contract some
dreadful disease through the wounds.

At Bhildi I had something to eat, but the food were very unhygienic
because there were flies everywhere. At night I took a rest in the
waiting room here.
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20/11/04

Very early in the morning I took a train to go to Jodhpur. Here I
went to a Tourist Reception Centre, only to find out the man there
wanted ten rupees for every pamphlet that is written explicitly ‘Not
for sale.’ Then I walked to the Sadar Market to find a bookshop
for my Rajastani dictionary, but fell badly sick on the way there. I
used the toilet on the third floor of one shop. Obviously its owner
was a rich business man. The building was very modern. I asked
to lie down a while but they saw that I was sick and told me that
I should leave now. From one pharmacy I bought an antibiotics.
There were ten tablets. But when I asked for a receipt and they saw
that I was very sick they took away both the medicine, less the one
pill I had already taken, and the receipt, and gave me back some
of my money. With all the books in my rucksack I walked the two
kilometres slowly back to the station. There I had a tomato soup
and then took a long rest.

21/11/04

I took a train to Jaisalmer. Along the way the flora slowly disap-
peared. Most of them are thorny weeds. The sand increased as we
went along, until it was flying everywhere and hung thick in the
air inside our coach. Now I know why people in the desert cover
their hair and faces.

Jaisalmer is a small town but has a fort on sandstone mountain
as imposing as the one at Jodhpur. I found a tourist reception
centre only to find out this was Sunday and it was closed. There
was a beautiful lake with nice rajasthani structures built around
it. It stood magnificently against a backdrop of the desert, more
correctly speaking it looked so serene doing so. A fiddler sat on
the floor demonstrating his musical instrument. These and the
recorded media of his music he sold.

I waited for a bus to go to Kolayat to catch a train. They wanted
to sell me a ticket I think at double the normal price. At 8:30 pm I
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got on such a bus. I told them I had been robbed and was without
money, then I only paid them around what I thought was the usual
price.

22/11/04

The bus dropped me off at 2:30 am at the junction of the Kolayat
by-pass. From here to Kolayat is some six kilometres, but they told
me it was only one. I started to go there on foot, but lost my way
after one and a half hour. The moon was setting and the night,
except for the light from the stars and the occasional light from
places at the horizon, was dark. The sand on both sides of the road
stood out faintly against the tarmac. But when the road became
covered in sand you lost your way.

It must have been around 4 pm when I heard the sounds from some
loudhailers of religious chantings coming from the light sources to
the right. I heard some bells ringing and guessed that must be
coming from a railway station. So I broke off at a right angle
southwards towards these. Along the way I stumbled upon an-
other road, then a barbed wire fence, which I found a place to
step over, and then a thicket of thorn I could not pass through. So
I turned back and followed the polaris until I reached again that
second road, then followed it until I found myself in Kolayat where
I wanted to be.

I had been able to see a few satellites and some shooting stars.
Also the Milky Way shone faintly visibly. I had been walking alone
in the middle of the night in a desert, and it was as cold as the
day was hot. The road was wholly unlit, and in the desert things
around you only showed as faint shadows. I heard dogs barking
in the distance and hoped they were no wolves. I had a great
apprehension for desert snakes but had met none.

Except for a few vagabonds the station was deserted and dark. But
I was already grateful what platform I had found had got a sign
saying, ‘Kolayat.’
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23/11/04

I stood waiting at the station until the light came. The night had
proved to be adventurous. One man jogged on the platform at
around six. After it was light I met a young man who said he was
a school teacher teaching English, Maths and Hindi. He had been
elected the representative or the president of all the 17 villages
around here. Every once in a while somebody came and stared at
me. I walked to the lake, which was only nearby. One hindu was
washing his hair with the water. Others lined both sides of the
streets, sitting on a piece of blanket. They had their things in a
bunch. In front of them piled some logs burning fire for cooking,
and I guess for warmth.

I caught a single-carriage train to Lalgarh. The train was about
15 metres long, and had the traction and passenger’s space in the
same car. Many times it ran in passages which run below the
ground level, cut into the ground with earth on both of its sides
like walls. When it did this the train became completely covered
you could not see it from afar.

The day was very bright and hot. At Lalgarh I was put in another
train for four kilometres to Bikaner. From here I took a train to
go to Ajmer, but missed the train-changing at Phulera and found
myself instead in Jaipur. Here I saw the Hawa Mahal, and after a
long walk was back at the station via the Rajasthani Tourist Centre.
I rested in the first-class waiting room at the station, which was not
really first-class because some vagabonds also slept there.

24/11/04

I took a passenger train in the morning to Ajmer. These train have
no numbers, and were only to transport, I think, people to the fair.
There was a cart track running along the line. On the way we
saw camels coming back from Pushkar. In Ajmer I walked to the
bus-stop and got on a bus to go to Pushkar. The bus had to wrap
its way up some climbs on the top of which we had a beautiful
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view of Ajmer. Walking paths and steps cut through some of these
wonderfully turning curves. It could have been a pleasant walk to
go on them.

In Pushkar I walked to the lake. But some hindus barred my pas-
sage and demanded money. When I gave them nothing they told
me that I should leave.

I went to the Mela Ground. There were some camel races. Camels
are much bigger than horses. They are about the same size of a
small elephant, but slenderer and more mobile.

Often Indians play daft, pretending that they did not understand
you English when actually they did, in order to have what they
want towards some of their selfish aims. I looked at the Shilp-
gram Fair where handicrafts were sold. There were tapestries and
painted cloths for wall decoration. Then I watched videos at the
booth of the Rajasthani Tourism inside the Tourist Village.

The village was a success. It had some tents with doors and locks
on them, and some bungalows in an orderly surrounding. No locals
may stray in here unless they were well-dressed and looked clean.

A programme called Palace on Wheel was also a success. It re-
places a hotel by an exclusive, luxury train. It allows tourists to
see Rajasthan without having to mix with local people. Inside the
train they build friendships among their own peers, and from there
develop the good impression of their experience.

Between 7 and 9 pm there were folk dances and music at the
Tourist Village. I sat on the seat of a small amphitheatre which
has around six or seven steps, under a nearly-full moon. The lat-
ter two days from now shall be full. The night was light, and the
performances except for the uses of spotlights, microphones and
speakers had been superb. Dances like these are best lit with bon-
fires and torches.
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The night was nice and cool. I caught a bus back to Ajmer at ten,
and was there by eleven. From the bus station I walked to the
railway station and waited inside a waiting room there.

25/11/04

In the morning I walked from the station to the Ana Sagar lake in
the middle of the town. I sat there all morning. There were three
open halls there made of marble where you can sit and relax in the
shade, looking at the lake and the mountain behind it. At the far
end there was some metamorphic rock outcrops. A few flocks of
birds were circling in lines above the lake.

The water was stagnant and still. There were some green lychens
floating on the surface. The ducks kept their heads underwater
most of the time, feeding themselves. There were quite a few peo-
ple around this morning, but the place was not crowded. Behind
us was a park where you could walk and sit on the grass.

At three thirty I caught a train to Purna, and spent my time mov-
ing around among the pantry and the sleeper because I had no
booking. I never found out where the general coach was. This
was a metre-gauge train, and its kitchen was much smaller than
those on a broad-gauge ones. I talked with the cook, who was
very young, and with serving staffs. I had my dinner inside the
pantry, and could pay only Rs 30 when they wanted Rs 45. I had
wanted a vegetarian pulau, which they did not have. There were
no vegetables, so they gave me what meal they had.

On the way to Purna I was sitting in a corner trying to get some
sleep. A man came and lay down on the corridor path. He wanted me
to move, which I refused to do. He started by and by to be aggressive,
so I grabbed the first thing I came across, which happened to be a
small pair of scissors with its blades just over one inch long. He went
immediately away, but told everyone I had a knife. I was glad for I
thought then the police would come. I wanted to report his bullying
me to them. But only one man came with a torch and peeped in at the
door of the resting train; then went away.
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The following morning I saw another man wearing a balaclava,
and was accusing him of having bullied me the previous night. I told
the railway security staff I wanted to report that. But he said after
asking the man was not on the train at 1:30 in the morning. He was at
home with his wife. Actually he was an electrician coming to replace
some spent batteries on the train. So I apologised them.

Then I saw the man I wanted sitting in the corridor. So I reported
again. But our man was scared and argued I had a knife. It seemed I
had a 10-inch long blade. Moreover he was a soldier. I said to him he
should not bully people.

26/11/04

I am on the train most of the day, doing nothing much except
looking out the window at the scenery. I still had to move around,
but in the most part managed to find some seats. Towards the end
of our journey it was a mess. Ticket examiners had left, somebody,
had locked the general compartments’ doors on the inside, I guess,
so the few sleepers next to them became a chaos.

At Purna I got on within an hour a broad-gauge train heading for
Secunderabad. I did not have a reservation, but did not feel like
joining the swarm of people trying to pay more money to get one.
So I only stood apart and looked on as though I did not know what
was going on. When later they wanted more money from me I told
them that I had no money since it had been stolen while I was
in Delhi, which is true if you consider money obtained by fraud
stolen money. ‘Cō. rı̄ karanā,’ I repeated again and again, until the
TTE said I could stay on without a reservation. I later became well-
known, people saying that I travelled without a ticket. But what I
lacked was only a reservation not a ticket. I had paid more than
100 rupees for my ticket.

27/11/04

Towards Secunderabad towns and buildings began to look more
modern and decent. In Secunderabad I walked to Hyderabad Sta-
tion via Hussain Sagar Lake. Secunderabad is a part of Hyderabad.
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They said you have to take a taxi, but it is more pleasant to walk.
I do not remember having seen any, or many cows.

The city looked and felt much like other south-east Asian cities. I
visited the India Tourism and then the Telugu University. There
was an art exhibition in preparation there. The exhibition was
interesting. It occupied three or four floors. There were works
going on but I got in and looked around. I bought some old books
written in Telugu I could not read, only because they were cheap
and I thought I might be able to do something with them in the
future.

28/11/04

I was on a train via Vijayavada to Tirupti. If you sit at a far end
of a train there are less people but there is also less food selling
around. On the other hand if you sit in the middle of the train
there would be plenty of food but also lots of people fighting with
you for space. So I sacrificed one good seat after another trying to
ge to the food.

At Vijayavada there is plenty of food, and there was also the restau-
rant where I used to eat before. But what I liked best was the Rs7-
each lemon rice, wrapped in two layers of paper the inner one of
which was semi-transparent and water-impermeable, and the outer
one a brown recycled paper. The rice was cooked with some mild
curry, probably cumin. And there is some pickled lemon on top.
We reached Tirupti at night, and right away I was on another train
heading for Pondicherry.

During the night sleeping people fill up most of the floor space of
railway station lounges no matter how large they are.

The sun is the same, but morning sun seems brighter by far than
the evening sun. This may be because the morning air is clearer.

God says, ‘I created you and the moon, and you believe in the
moon and not me.’

Coal goes north.
The word ‘aryan’ means ‘noble’ or ‘peasant’.
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Morning largely no food, starving until Vijayavadu after noon.
The soil colour here is reddish, which is good for pottery and not

necessarily bad for rice. There are also banana and sugarcane palm.
Once in a while you see albinos and people whose skin is seem-

ingly incompletely bleached.
Somebody tries to move my bag.
‘Hey! That’s my bag!’
Firstly it is not a bag. It is a rucksack. Secondly it is not mine. It

is God’s.
A selfish family. A family is always selfish. There is a selfish family

coming up, move about and take people’s seats. But the daughter was
young and beautiful, and studies third year at a vidyalaya � university � .
I started talking with her, so the old man moved me to another, better
seat.

Cloths are worn in long strips, wound around the body. You can
wind it around your body in such a way that the lower edge of the
cloth meets edge-on with the upper edge of the same on your back.
Then the remaining of the piece goes over your shoulder from behind
and drops down to cover the front part of your body.

Or you could wind one end of it around your waist to cover the
lower part of your body, your legs and down to ankles. Then the
remaining of the cloth goes across and over your shoulder from your
front to your back.

Are cloths in Thailand imported from India?
I do not know when I am having my stroke. What with Alzheimer

disease, AIDS and others.
‘What country?’
‘Lanna’, sometimes ‘Siam’. They are the smallest ones I could think

of. By now they are both gone. Smallest is best.
Women here are so ugly. I guess that was why Siddhattha left his

palace to find Truth.
The soil becomes redder still. There is a marsh the water in which

is all red. The ground is moist. This is a land that does not lack water.
On the train from morning till night, going on and on.
On rippled water the sun’s reflection looks like a column. On still

water it looks like the sun.
I have a red spot between my brows. It is no paint but in my skin.

This is my home. Long time ago it was one.
An old woman got up, followed her children away. She had left

her shoes behind.
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29/11/04

After the train reached Pondicherry I began to look for some book-
shops for a dictionary of Tamil. The town looked its famous french
influence. But the early afternoon streets were very quiet because
most shops and shopping activities, in fact any activities at all,
started around 4 pm. Then it goes on until late at night. I had some
biscuits at a grocery. I bought some old books of Mahābhārata in
Sanskrit and Hindi. I found some Tamil dictionaries, but they were
expensive and the shop would give no discount. I was to find out
later that no book shops in Pondicherry give any discount.

There are about nine Pondicherry’s but there is only one real one,
which has its french influences. The others have other names, but
are sometimes called by that name, a fact the reason of which I had
not managed to find out.

I walked to the ocean and then along the promenade. There was
a big statue of Gandhi on the promenade, walking west into India
towards the french city. A little further on I found a tourist infor-
mation office, and was given a map of the streets in the town. This
greatly helped my quest for dictionaries. But in the end, in spite
of the map or perhaps because of it, I only grudgingly bought one
dictionary. That was a paperback English-Tamil dictionary which,
though not what I had wanted, was 65 rupees and, albeit the fact
there was no discount, was still affordable.

At a Catholic church nearby there was some festivity going on,
presumably for Christmas. After it had finished and people came
streaming out, I walked in and found myself a place to kneel down
and pray. My prayers are only conversation with God, and seldom
or never askings for anything.

I did some Internet for one hour before I reached the railway sta-
tion. It was 20 rupees. The station when I found it gave me such a
shock because it was shut. This was the first time I had ever seen
a train station in India shut its gates during the night. Even the
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Kolayat Station in a remote Rajasthan’s desert let people come in
and sleep on the floor, or on whatever place they may find there.
I do not know whether it is true what I was late told, that there
were only two trains leaving from the station daily, and those were
both in the afternoon. But a station so unfriendly it shuts the gates
on people! This was scandalous! Unheard of! The English would
have said this was meanly french.

But never mind, because luckily there were plenty of buses. So I
walked the two kilometres to the bus station, or bus stand as it was
called here, and got on a bus to find myself later in Varkala where
I moved myself from the bus into the waiting room of a railway
station.

Passenger trains are cheaper than second-class unreserved tickets.
Are both called ‘ordinary ticket’, or the former ‘ordinary’ while the
latter ‘general’ ticket?

The Nagari river is dried but the river-bed we crossed is wide.
In urine therapy you drink your own urine daily or when you are

ill to boost your immunity. It is believed by those who practise this
that your urine contains vitamins, minerals and much of the beneficial
enzymes which are discarded by the kidney simply because it could
not absorb them in one go. Drinking the urine allows the reuse of these
things and other useful materials generated by your body. The first part
of urine washes the ducts, the last part may contain solid particles. So
it is said that you should drink the middle part.

Gandhi drank his own urine when he was sick, unless I am mis-
taken with malaria. He got better after that.

The soil is dark brown, very rich soil. The ground is covered in
green and moist with rain.

What are the religions of Tamil and southern people?
That hideous desert thorn � Babul?  grows here too. Has it come

with the train?
Numbers of national trains are in four digits, those of local ones

are in three and sometimes begin with an ‘s’.
The land so rich where vegetation rules.
To jump off a fast-running train, brace yourself against the front

handle and push back with all your force.
So rich is this land where plants rule.
Where we stop there is no platform. But people get on and off
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with tickets. There is only a path that leads to train doors.
What happened to the cows in Pakistan after the separation of that

country from India?
At Walajabad Station the train stops and everyone ran to look at a

film shooting. I need not go. I am in the middle of a film now.
Why do you have to roll up a sleeping bag? You may wrap it up

and it consumes less space that way.
Look at Pakistan, they had the determination and the gut. Indians

and Pakistanis meeting each other in the UK said that their languages,
that is Hindi and Urdu are very similar to each other. Indians in India
insist they are totally different.

Students of mixed height stand in rows at a school.
We pass several lakes. I wonder where are the boundary lines

between a lake and a pond and a puddle.

30/11/04

On the last day of this month I went by train to Trivandrum. If
you wondered where this town was on the map, it is on the exactly
the same place where Tiruvanandapuram is. This trip led us down
nearly to the southmost part of the land. But by then it was already
dark and you could not see a thing. So it could have been in India
or Russia as far as you could tell.

1/12/04

Trivandrum is a fairly big town, but I missed it anyhow. I always
missed a station here if it was not the last one. I got off to wait
in a waiting room, fell asleep there, and got on the train after next
back to the place. I had already been here once. But this time it
was different because I walked to the Kerala University, had a look
inside it, and bought some books from the university’s facility. Out
on the streets there seemed to be three different groups of people
protesting for something. One of these was all female university
students dressed in black. The streets between the university and
the train station were littered with many bookshops. There were
also the YMCA, YWCA and library of the British Council. Similar
to in Pondicherry there were also many churches here.
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2/12/04

I found myself in Bangalore and bought some more dictionaries.
My rucksack and my carrying bags by now had become all books,
and therefore very heavy. So I took the auto-rickshaw twice, was
given one private copy of an official English-Kannada dictionary at
the Karnataka and Culture because the book was out of stock, and
found myself back at the station, where I was attacked by one man
and a few days later wrote a complaint in New Delhi.

3/12/04

I was on the train that was going to New Delhi. And last night
somebody had stolen a pair of eye-glasses from my rucksack.

Letters of complaint
19 November 2004

Adesus Station

To whom it may concern,

I want to report an incident which happened to me some fifteen
minutes ago on the train from Samakhiali towards Bhildi. It happened
when we stopped at Shivlakha Station. Two men tried to pull me off
the train. They beat me up and I was wounded at a few places, as
well as my trousers torn. Please investigate this incident and give me
a reply in writing. Thank you! Oh, I think they who beat me up said
they were Musalman.

Dr Kit Tyabandha
1564/11 Prajarasdrasaya 1 Road

Bangkok 10800, Thailand.

There has been no reply.
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Radhanpur Police Station
19 !�" November 2004

To whom it may concern,

I would like to report an unpleasant incident which happened to
me on the train 456, and would appreciate an investigation and the
report of it to be sent to me afterwards to the address I give below.

Two men who got up the train at Lakadia had beaten me up when
we stopped at Shivlakha just before they got off the train. Mr Jain whi
is the train’s conductor # guard $ had witnessed the incident. The two
men tried to pull me off the train, and I got a wound on my elbow and
another one on my knee. My trousers are also torn.

If possible please see the crime above punished according to the
law of the country. I also hope you would not ruin further the rep-
utation of your country by ignoring this. Thank you very much. # I
have put some bandages on the wound, perhaps no further medical
examination is needed. $

Dr Kit Tyabandha
1564/11 Prajarasdrasaya 1 Road

Bangkok 10800, Thailand

This letter was handed to Police Constable Kulambhai, S I GRP
Gandhidham # Kutch $ Railway Police Station, Phone 02036 220095 # Gu-
jarat. $ There has been no reply.
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New Delhi Railway Police Station
4 %�& December 2004

To the police force of India and to whom it may concern,

I want to report a theft which occurred to me on the train Kar-
nataka Express, 2627, on the night of 2 '�( December 2004 . I was sitting
on that train, in the coach S8, and fell asleep. Shortly after 11 pm I
woke up and found that my rucksack’s pocket had been opened. I had
lost one pair of eye-glasses worth the equivalent of Rs 10,000.

As I am moving to London soon, and still do not know my new
address there yet, I would appreciate if you could keep this theft on
your record, possibly investigate it for me and let me know in writing
to me at the address of my colleague given below. Thank you.

KNT
Dr Kit Tyabandha

c/o V Sriwayudhya
God’s Ayudhya’s Defence

1564/11 Prajarasdrasaya 1 Road, Bangkok 10800, Thailand.

Many things happened on my last train to New Delhi. I reported
some of them at the police station in front of the New Delhi Station.
Some day I shall write a murder story like Agatha Christie. But the
Indian police were very bad. They did not want me to report this, and
told me to go away. I had to go down on my knees for this because
I wanted to report. What kind of police are these who intimidate a
victim.
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New Delhi International Airport
5 )�* December 2004

To the Tourist Police of India and to whom it may concern,

I would like to report to you something that had happened to me
when I first arrived in India. On the morning of 23 +-, October I hired
a prepaid taxi from a tourist information counter . with yellow sign /
near the door which leads to the bus connection to Terminal 1. I told
them that I wanted to go to the Tourist Information Office on Janpath
Road, at Connaught Place. I paid Rs 150 at the counter. The taxi took
me to a place approximately 5 kilometres away from Connaught Place,
told me I was at the place where I wanted to go, and collected another
Rs 100 from me as well as took away the receipt, telling me he must
have the latter. . I think I signed up for the taxi under the name Kit. /

Later when I questioned that the place was no Connaught Place,
and demanded that he take me to the place promised, he wanted more
money, if I remember correctly Rs 100 more. When I refused to do this
he left me there and I had to walk to Connaught Place and Janpath
myself via a Hanuman Circle and some construction of express way.
Please investigate this matter, and if possible let me know the results
in writing. Thank you very much.

Dr Kit Tyabandha. My Address: 1564/11 Prajarasdrasaya 1 Road /
Bangkok 10800, Thailand. /0�1�2�3�451
672�8�0�9:0<;�=�3�0�><?:@�9A6�=�@

This letter was handed over to the tourist police at the New Delhi
International Airport. The name of the officer I met there was SI PC
Yadav who seemed to be very helpful. But there has been no reply
since.
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Tickets and receipts
29/12/03

Bangkok–Delhi–Bangkok. TG 315, 22 Oct 2004, 19:50; TG 316, 6
Dec 2004, 00:05. Free mileage ticket from Thai Airways. For TG315 the
seat number was 48F.

22/10/03
$15. 81.40 Rs/$. Rs 1220. State Bank of India, IGIA Exchange

Bureau, New Delhi. 0027046.
25/10/04

Fried rice. Rs 33. J & K Tourism Development Corp Ltd Sgr.
112906. Foods here are very expensive. They probably pay a lot to the
bus driver to bring them customers. The fried rice had nothing but oil
and a few tiny seeds.

27/10/04
Jammu Tawi–Agra Cantt. Rs 163. II, 785 km, 24746280, R6154,

21:05; Via PNP–TRD–MTJ. After I paid addition fee tomorrow I would
sit at S5, 17.

28/10/04
Agra Cantt–Nagpur. Rs 187. II Superfast, 896 km, 32486300, 3679,

19:38; Via ET.
29/10/04

Nagpur Jn–Mumbai CST. Rs 179 plus reservation Rs 150. II Su-
perfast, 837 km, 51083648, 2611, 13:30; excess fare 51863648, A949179.
2810, NGP to CST, 16, S7. The reservation ticket had my ticket number
wrong. It gave a stamp of Divi Chief Ticket Inspector Bhusawal.

30/10/04
Mumbai CST–Panvel. Rs 14 plus MUTP surcharge Rs 1. 8/03/22,

56663.
Panvel–Chiplun. v Rs 72. Via Rohe, 8/03/20, 83688.

31/10/04
Madgaon–Trivandrum C. Rs 198. 2S Exp, 1071 km, 14203394, 00:03;

Via TOK SRR.
1/11/04

Trivandrum Ctrl–Chennai Egmore. Rs 164. II, 793, 09139559, 1200,
03:23; Via NCJ MDU VRI.

2/11/04
Chennai Central–Vijayawada Jn. Rs 116. II Superfast, 12128917,

1462, 13:05; Via GDR.
3/11/04

Vijayawada Jn–Visakhapatnam. Rs 91. II, 351 km, 09078615, 0019,
01:29; Via EE NDD SLO DVD.

Dormitory bed. Rs 35. Visakhapatnam, South Eastern Railway.
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25867, 17:35.
04/11/04

Visakhapatnam–Howrah. Rs 186. II Supf, 882 km, 06683257, 1164,
03:39: Via VZM KUR KGP.

5/11/04
Howrah–Guwahati Jn. Rs 190. II, 997 km, 33007120, 0174, 11:50;

Via DKAE RPH NFK MLDT NJP RNY. 5625.
6/11/04

Guwahati BG–Dibrugarh Town. Rs 129 plus Rs 109 reservation.
563 km. 10815; excess fare 067331. 5603, S2, B6. From GMY to TSK, S2,
B7. A Travel Ticket Examiner must be extremely cunning. B Indian lore C

7/11/04
Dibrugarh Town–Guwahati. Rs 185 changed to 223, plus Rs 20

berth reservation. 560km, 07740; berth reservation 298811; Via TSK.
FS1, B18.

8/11/04
Guwahati Bg–New Jalpaiguri. Rs 104. 427 km, 62203.

9/11/04
Darjeeling–Kurseong. Ticket on the toy train. Rs 12. DY 31 km.

80948.
New Jalpaiguri Jn Bg–Patna Jn. Rs 132 changed to 140. Via MLDT,

02824, 2ME, 637 km, Śubh yātrā D Save journey E .
10/11/04

Sirka. Rs 20. J G Carr & Son, Dak Bungalow Road, Patna 800 001.
Phone 2222372, Gram BESTORE, No 2589, CST No PTW 12 B C C , BST No
PTW 12 B R C BOTH Dt 30–4–84.

Rs 22. 804346.
11/11/04

Patna Jn–Varanasi. Rs 66. II, 229 km, 53687470, R11664, 03:50; Via
MGS.

Rs 22. 538941.
12/11/04

Varanasi–Sarnath. Rs 6. II Ord, 11 km, 53856738, R11665, 08:53.
Instead of going to Sarnath I was put on 5160, I guess aka Satna Express,
to Raipur.

13/11/04
Raipur Jn–Aurangabad. Rs 200. II Supf, 993 km, 00133069, 2260,

07:47; Via NGP MMN. I got lost several times. On the back of this ticket
was written ‘2716’, ‘2130 to Pune’, and also ‘2124 to Mumbai’.

17/11/04
Jalgaon Jn–Ahmedabad Jn. Rs 124. II, 540 km, 57095758, 3166,
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00:20; Via ST. 8034 to Ankleshwar Jn.
Gujarati–English dictionary, Vol 1–2. Rs 150. Liberty Book Depot,

67 Below Bridge, Gandhi Road, Ahmedabad 380001; Phone 25355755,
25352067. 119444.

18/11/04
Ahmadabad–Samakhiali MG. Rs 70. II, 248 km, 59484426, 2566,

05:46; Via VG JN. 4311, pf 3, 6:30–6:40. I guess that this train stopped
at Ahmedabad for half an hour.

19/11/04
Samakhiali MG–Bhildi. Rs 32 changed to 33. 8/01/3, O, 203, 19356.

I wrote 456 on the back, so I guess that that was the train number.
P Dosa. Rs 8. Indian Railway Catering and Tourism Corp Ltd, 2nd

Fl, New Administrative Bldg, D N Road, CST Mumbai 400 001.
20/11/04

Bhildi Jn–Jodhpur. Rs 43. O, 306, 44803.
21/11/04

Jodhpur Jn–Jaisalmer. Rs 79. II, 295 km, 63454104, 2564, 05:01.
4059, pf 4, 17:30, 1 hr late.

23/11/04
Kolayat–Lalgarh Jn. Rs 11 changed to 12. 49034. Āpakı̄ yātrā mam. gal-

may ho., Wish you a happy journey; URe, NR.
Bikaner–Ajmer Jn. Rs 122. II Superfast, 24316745, 3543; Via MTD

FL. I missed Pulera the following day, and wanted to get on 2467 from
pf 2 at 5 am. But I guess I overslept and had to catch a passenger train
later on instead.

25/11/04
Ajmer Jn–Purna Jn. Rs 193 plus Mela surcharge Rs 3. II, 1018 km,

03930426, 2671, 13:04; Via RTM KNW AK; surcharge 29579. 9769.
26/11/04

Purna–Secunderabad. Rs 114. 15116. 21:30, pf 1, broad-gauge.
28/11/04

Hyderabad–Tirupati. Rs 158. II, 747 km, 22228920, 3334, 04:39; Via
KZJ PZA GDR. 7406, pf 6, 5:30 am.

Standard thali meal. Rs 25. Deepam Food Plaza, Platform No 1,
Tirupati Railway Station. 22:34.

29/11/04
Tirupati–Pondicherry. Rs 42. II Ord, 286 km, 20808395, 2371, 3:10;

Via RU AJJ CGL VM. 195, 4 am Tirupti–Pondicherry, pf 3. I also wrote
down on the back, 195, 23 pm Pondicherry–Tirupti. Perhaps it means
that the train from Pondicherry arrives in Tirupti at 23 pm each day.
I found the station at Pondicherry closed earlier than 23 pm, so that
could not have been the time that train leaves Pondicherry.
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30/11/04
Villupuram Jn–Trivandrum Central. Rs 142. 01634. 6127, pf 2

chanted to 1, 9:50. I missed my stop and took 6348 back to Trivandrum
Central.

1/12/04
Uppuma. Rs 5. VRR/TVC. Trivandrum station’s restaurant.
Uppuma. Rs 5. VRR/TVC. Trivandrum station’s restaurant.
Trivandrum Ctrl–Bangalore City. Rs 172. II, 857 km, 17941737,

1763, 14:50; Via ERN CBE. 6322, pf 2, 16:05.
2/12/2004

Bangalore City–New Delhi. Rs 325. II Superfast, 2480 km,
00391449, 0313, 16:13; Via SSPN GY DD MMR. 2627, pf 1, 18:30. Some-
body had written 565 on the back of this ticket. I guess that was by the
staff who bullied me to pay the undeserved fine, presumably it means
that he wanted me to pay Rs 565 more.

4/12/04
New Delhi Station–Super Bazar. Rs 2. DL-IP, A 7946, R.No. 108.

5/12/04
Super Bazar–A junction to Delhi Internation Airport. Rs 10. Ākāś,

7855. Instead of letting me go to the domestic airport, Terminal I, and
then let me find a free shuttle bus from there to Terminal 2, the bus
dropped me here to let me go there on my own. Perhaps this was the
only way, or else they thought I might be in a hurry to catch my plane.
From the junction a police put me in a taxi and told the driver that I
had no money, as I had told him, so the taxi drove me to the airport for
free and would not take any money from me.

Travelling information
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Daiı̈’s Proper Names

Kit Tyabandha, Ph.D.

In what follow we look at an official system of romanisation for
Thai words. V We call this system KDR77. It is not a one-to-one
mapping.

Vowel

Vowel in SPT KDR77
a, a. a
am. am
i, i. i
ue, u. e, u, u. u
e, e. e
ae, a. e ae
o, o. , au, a. u o
oe, o. e oe
ia, i.a ia
ua, u. a, oa, o. a ua
ai., ai, aı̈, aiı̈, a. ı̈ ai
ao, a. ö ao
uı̈ ui
o. ı̈, a. uı̈ oi
o. eı̈ oei
u. aı̈, o. eı̈ uai
iu iu
eö, e. ö eo
aeö aeo
iaö ieo
r.ue, r.u. e ru
r. i ri
r.o. e roe
ĺue, ĺu. e lu

Names of provinces in Thailand

V Department of mineral resources. Ka. rkhian jù. cangvhad́, khe. t, am. bho. e
lae kı̌ngam. bho. e, 1977
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In the following we compare official names of provinces and dis-
tricts W 1967, Ra. jb. an. d. itȧyȧsȧtha. n, RB. X�Y with the same written in SPT
Thai. Here KA stands for Kı̌ngam. bho. e, Kh Khe. t, and A am. bho. e.

Cangvhad́ RB.
Ǎ. ngdaung Ang Thong

A Bo. ḋhidaung Amphoe Pho Thong
A Jaiyo. Amphoe Chaiyo
A Muangwǎ. ngdaung Amphoe Muang Ang Thong
A Pǎ. mo. k Amphoe Pa Mok
A Sa. mkò. Amphoe Samko
A Sva. engha. Amphoe Sawaengha
A Viśe. s. jaı̈ja. ñ Amphoe Wiset Chai Chan

Cangvhad́ RB.
Bangnga. Phangnga
A Dab. pud́ Amphoe Thap Put
A Dā. ı̈mhu. ang Amphoe Thai Muang
A Gurab. uri. Amphoe Khura Buri
A Kapong Amphoe Kapong
A Muangbangnga. Amphoe Muang Phangnga
A Takǒadùng Amphoe Takua Thung
A Takǒapǎ. Amphoe Takua Pa
KA Kauya. ö King Amphoe Ko Yao

Cangvhad́ RB.
Badȧlung Phatthalung
A Go. ankhȧnun Amphoe Khuan Khanun
A Khaojaı̈son Amphoe Khao Chaison
A Muangbadȧlung Amphoe Muang Phatthalung
A Pa. kbayu. n Amphoe Pak Phayun
KA Kongrha. King Amphoe Kong Ra

Cangvhad́ RB.
Bayao Phayao
A Cun Amphoe Chun
A D́a. ukgam. tài. Amphoe Dok Kham Tai
A Ji.anggam. Amphoe Chiang Kham
A Ji.angmòan Amphoe Chiang Muan
A Mà. ecai. Amphoe Mae Chai
A Muangbayao Amphoe Muang Phayao
A Pong Amphoe Pong

X Officially, ‘Praka. ś n. ȧ vandı̀. 29 Kȧrȧkȧd́. a. gom 2520, Sroem Vinic-
chaı̈kul, Na. yok Ra. jb. an. d. itȧyȧsȧta. n.’
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Bejrȧbu. rṅ. a Phetchabun
A Jond́a. en Amphoe Chon Daen
A Lhǒmkǎo Amphoe Lom Kao
A Lhǒmsak Amphoe Lom Sak
A Muangbejrȧb. u. rṅ. a Amphoe Muang Phetchabun
A Nha. ungphǎi Amphoe Nong Phai
A Śri.de. b Amphoe Si Thep
A Viji.arb. uri. Amphoe Wichian Buri
KA B. uengsa. mban King Amphoe Bung Sam Phan

Cangvhad́ RB.
Bejrȧb. uri. Phetchaburi
A B. à. nla. d́ Amphoe Ban Lat
A B. à. nlha. em Amphoe Ban Laom
A Dà. ya. ng Amphoe Tha Yang
A Jawam. Amphoe Cha-am
A Khaoyā. uı̈ Amphoe Khao Yoi
A Muangbejrb. uri. Amphoe Muang Phetchaburi
KA Nha. ungy. à. plà. ung King Amphoe Nong YaPlong

Cangvhad́ RB.
Bicitr Phichit
A B. a. ngmu. lna. k Amphoe Bang Mun Nak
A Bo. dale. Amphoe Pho Thale
A Bo. ḋhipradab. jā. ng Amphoe Pho Prathap Chang
A Muangbicitr Amphoe Muang Phichit
A Sa. mngà. m Amphoe Sam Ngam
A Taba. nhin Amphoe Taphan Hin
KA Vangdra. ı̈bu. n King Amphoe Wang Sai Phun

Cangvhad́ RB.
Bis. ȧn. ulo. k Phitsanulok
A B. a. ngkradùm Amphoe Bang Krathum
A B. a. ngrakam. Amphoe Bang Rakam
A Brohmbira. m Amphoe Phrom Phiram
A Ja. titraka. r Amphoe Chat Trakan
A Muangbis. ȧn. ulo. k Amphoe Muang Phitsanulok
A Nȧgaurdaiı̈ Amphoe Nakhon Thai
A Vad́b. o. sṫha Amphoe Wat Bot
A Vangda. ung Amphoe Wang Thong
KA Noenmapra. ng King Amphoe Noen Maprang
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Brà. e Phrae
A D́ěnjaı̈ Amphoe Den Chai
A La. ung Amphoe Long
A Muangbrà. e Amphoe Muang Phrae
A Rā. ungkva. ng Amphoe Rong Kwang
A Sa. ung Amphoe Song
A Su. ngmèn Amphoe Sung Men
A Vangjı̄n Amphoe Wang Chin

Cangvhad́ RB.
Branȧgaurśri.wayudhȧya. Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya
A B. à. nbra. ek Amphoe Ban Phraek
A B. a. ngb. a. l Amphoe Bang Ban
A B. a. ngdrai Amphoe Bang Sai
A B. a. ngpahan Amphoe Bang Pahan
A B. a. ngpawin Amphoe Bang Pa-in
A B. a. ngzā. ı̈ Amphoe Bang Sai
A Bha. ji. Amphoe Phachi
A Branȧgaurśri.wayudhȧya. Amphoe Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya
A Dà. ru. a Amphoe Tha Rua
A La. d́b. oalho. ang Amphoe Lat Bua Luang
A Mȧha. ra. j Amphoe Maha Rat
A Nȧgaurlho. ang Amphoe Nakhon Luang
A Phakhǎi Amphoe Phak Hai
A Se.na. Amphoe Sena
A Udaı̈ Amphoe Uthai
A Vangnā. uı̈ Amphoe Wang Noi

Cangvhad́ RB.
Bh.̆ket Phuket
A Kadū. Amphoe Kathu
A Muangbhu. ket Amphoe Muang Phuket
A Thȧla. ng Amphoe Thalang
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Cangvhad́ RB.
B. uri.ramẏa Buri Ram
A B. à. nkro. ad́ Amphoe Ban Kruat
A Buddhaisong Amphoe Phutthaisong
A Gu. muang Amphoe Khu Muang
A Krasang Amphoe Krasang
A Laha. ndra. ı̈ Amphoe Lahan Sai
A Lam. pla. ı̈ma. ś Amphoe Lam Plai Mat
A Muangb. uri.ramẏa Amphoe Muang Buri Ram
A Na. ngraung Amphoe Nang Rong
A Nhaungkı̌. Amphoe Nong Ki
A Prago. njaı̈ Amphoe Prakhon Chai
A Sȧtuek Amphoe Satuk

Cangvhad́ RB.
Candȧb. uri. Chanthaburi
A Dà. mhǎi. Amphoe Tha Mai
A Khlung Amphoe Khlung
A Lha. emsingḣa Amphoe Laen Sing
A Makha. m Amphoe Makham
A Muangcandȧb. uri. Amphoe Muang Chanthaburi
A Pǒ. ngnām. rāun Amphoe Pong Nam Ron

Cangvhad́ RB.
Chajoenggrao Chachoengsao
A B. à. nbo. ḋhi Amphoe Ban Pho
A B. a. ngglā. Amphoe Bang Khla
A B. a. ngnām. prı̀aw Amphoe Bang Nam Prieo
A B. a. ngprakong Amphoe Bang Pakong
A Bȧnomsa. rȧga. m Amphoe Phanom Sarakham
A Muangchajoengdrao Amphoe Muang Chachoengsao
A Sȧna. mjaı̈khe. t Amphoe Sanam Chai Khet
KA Ra. jȧsa. ṡan King Amphoe Ratchasan
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Jaı̈ȧbhu. mi Chaiyaphum
A B. am. nhecn. ȧrongġa Amphoe Bamnet Narong
A B. à. ndàen Amphoe Ban Thaen
A B. à. nkhvà. Amphoe Ban Khwao
A Bhu. khiao Amphoe Phu Khieo
A Caturas Amphoe Chatturat
A Gaunsa. n Amphoe Khon San
A Gaunsvarrġa Amphoe Khon Sawan
A Kà. engglā. u Amphoe Kaeng Khlo
A Ks.e. trsomb. u. rṅ. a Amphoe Kaset Sombun
A Muangjaı̈ȧbhu. mi Amphoe Muang Chaiyaphum
A Nhaungb. oad́a. eng Amphoe Nong Bua Daeng
KA Am. bho. ede.bsȧthit King Amphoe Thep Sathit

Cangvhad́ RB.
Jaı̈na. d Chai Nat
A Hanga. Amphoe Hankha
A Mȧno. romẏa Amphoe Manorom
A Muangjaı̈na. d Amphoe Muang Chai Nat
A Sarrgȧb. uri. Amphoe Sankhaburi
A Sarrbȧya. Amphoe Sanphaya
A Vad́singḣa Amphoe Wat Sing
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Jiangmhǎi. Chiang Mai
A Brā. o Amphoe Phrao
A Ca. umdaung Amphoe Chom Thong
A D́auı̈saked́ Amphoe Doi Saket
A Fha. ng Amphoe Fang
A Ha. ngd́ong Amphoe Hang Dong
A H. aud́ Amphoe Hot
A Jiangd́a. ö Amphoe Chiang Dao
A Mà. ecǎem Amphoe Mae Chaem
A Mà. erim Amphoe Mae Rim
A Mà. eta. eng Amphoe Mae Taeng
A Mà. ewa. ı̈ Amphoe Mae Ai
A Muangjiangmhǎi. Amphoe Muang Chiang Mai
A Omkáuı̈ Amphoe Omkoi
A Samoeng Amphoe Samoeng
A Sandra. ı̈ Amphoe San Sai
A Sankam. ba. eng Amphoe San Kamphaeng
A Sanpǎ. taung Amphoe San Pa Tong
A Sa. rȧbhi. Amphoe Saraphi
KA D́auı̈tǎo King Amphoe Doi Tao

Cangvhad́ RB.
Jiangra. ı̈ Chiang Rai
A Ba. n Amphoe Phan
A Doeng Amphoe Thoeng
A Jiangkhaung Amphoe Chiang Khong
A Jiangsa. en Amphoe Chiang Saen
A Mà. ecan Amphoe Mae Chan
A Mà. esa. ı̈ Amphoe Mae Sai
A Mà. esro. aı̈ Amphoe Mae Suai
A Muangjiangra. ı̈ Amphoe Muang Chiang Rai
A Pǎ. d́a. ed́ Amphoe Pa Daet
A Viangpǎ. pào Amphoe Wiang Pa Pao
KA Viangjaı̈ King Amphoe Wiang Chai
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Jolb. uri. Chon Buri
A B. à. nb. ueng Amphoe Ban Bung
A Bȧnasnigom Amphoe Phanat Nikhom
A Ba. ndaung Amphoe Phan Thong
A B. a. nglamung Amphoe Bang Lamung
A Muangjolb. uri. Amphoe Muang Chon Buri
A Satȧhi.b. Amphoe Sattahip
A Śri.ra. ja. Amphoe Si Racha
KA Kausi.jang King Amphoe Ko Sichang
KA Nhaungy. hǎi. King Amphoe Nong Yai

Cangvhad́ RB.
Jumbaur Chumphon
A Dà. zae Amphoe Tha Sae
A Lama. e Amphoe Lamae
A Lhangsoan Amphoe Lang Suan
A Muangjumbaur Amphoe Muang Chumphon
A Padiu Amphoe Pathiu
A Sȧvi. Amphoe Sawi
KA Batō King Amphoe Phato
KA Dùngtako. King Amphoe Thung Tako

Cangvhad́ RB.
Ka. ‘.ȧsinḋhu Kalasin
A Dà. gando. Amphoe Tha Khantho
A Gam. mòang Amphoe Kham Muang
A Hòaı̈mek Amphoe Huai Mek
A Kȧmȧla. saiı̈ Amphoe Kamalasai
A Khaovong Amphoe Khao Wong
A Kuchina. ra. ı̈ṅa Amphoe Kucsinarai
A Muangka. ‘.ȧsinḋhu Amphoe Muang Kalasin
A Sȧhaskhanḋha Amphoe Sahatsakhan
A Somd́ec Amphoe Somdet
A Ya. ngtȧla. d́ Amphoe Yang Talat
KA Na. mon King Amphoe Na Mon
KA Nhaungkungśri. King Amphoe Nong Kung Si
KA Ràunggam. King Amphoe Rong Kham
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Kam. baengbejr Kamphaeng Phet
A Bra. nkratǎ. ı̈ Amphoe Phran Kratai
A Glaungkhlung Amphoe Khlong Khlung
A Kha. n. uvaurȧlaks. ȧb. uri. Amphoe Khanu Woralaksaburi
A Muangkam. ba. engbejr Amphoe Muang Kamphaeng Phet
KA Glaungsa. n King Amphoe Klong San
KA Drainga. m King Amphoe Sai Ngam

Cangvhad́ RB.
Ka. ñcȧnȧb. uri. Kanchanaburi
A Bȧnomdo. an Amphoe Phanom Thuan
A B. ǎ. ubla. uı̈ Amphoe Bo Phloi
A Dà. maka. Amphoe Tha Maka
A Dà. mòang Amphoe Tha Muang
A Daungpha. bhu. mi Amphoe Thong Pha Phum
A Draiyo. g Amphoe Sai Yok
A Laokhvañ Amphoe Lao Khwan
A Muangka. ñcȧnȧb. uri. Amphoe Muang Kanchanaburi
A Sangkhlab. uri. Amphoe Sangkhla Buri
A Śri.sȧvasd́xi Amphoe Si Sawat

Cangvhad́ RB.
Khaunkǎen Khon Kaen
A B. à. nphǎi Amphoe Ban Phai
A Bhu. viang Amphoe Phu Wiang
A Bol Amphoe Phon
A Jonȧb. od Amphoe Chonnabot
A Jumba. e Amphoe Chum Phae
A Kranoan Amphoe Kranuan
A Mañca. gi.ri. Amphoe Mancha Khiri
A Muangkhaunkǎ. n Amphoe Muang Khon Kaen
A Nām. baung Amphoe Nam Phong
A Nhaungru. a Amphoe Nong Rua
A Nhaungsaunghàung Amphoe Nong Song Hong
A Si.jombhu. Amphoe Si Chomphu
A Va. engnāuı̈ Amphoe Waeng Noi
KA B. à. nfha. ng King Amphoe Ban Fang
KA Brayu. en King Amphoe Phra Yun
KA Puaı̈hāuı̈ King Amphoe Puai Noi
KA Ub. olratṅa King Amphoe Ubol Ratana
KA Va. engy. hǎi. King Amphoe Waeng Yai
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Krab. ı̌. Krabi
A Ǎ. uluek Amphoe Ao Luk
A Glaungdàum Amphoe Khlong Thom
A Kaulanta. Amphoe Ko Lanta
A Khaobȧnom Amphoe Khao Phanom
A Muangkrab. ı̌. Amphoe Muang Krabi
A Pla. ı̈braya. Amphoe Plai Phraya

Cangvhad́ RB.
Krungde. bmȧha. nȧgaur Krung Thep Maha Nakhon
Kh B. a. ngkapi Khet Bang Kapi
Kh B. a. ngkauknā. uı̈ Khet Bangkok Noi
Kh B. a. ngkaukyhǎi. Khet Bangkok Yai
Kh B. a. ngkhe. n Khet Bang Khen
Kh B. a. ngkhundian Khet Bang Khun Thian
Kh B. a. ngrak Khet Bang Rak
Kh Bȧy. a. dai Khet Phaya Thai
Kh Bha. s. i.croeñ Khet Phasi Charoen
Kh Brakhno. ng Khet Phra Khanong
Kh Branȧgaur Khet Phra Nakhon
Kh Dhonb. uri. Khet Thon Buri
Kh D́usit Khet Dusit
Kh Glaungsa. n Khet Khlong San
Kh Hòaı̈khva. ng Khet Huai Khwang
Kh La. d́krab. ang Khet Lat Krabang
Kh Mi.nb. uri. Khet Min Buri
Kh Nhaungcauk Khet Nong Chok
Kh Nhaungkha. em Khet Nong Khaem
Kh Pȧdumvan Khet Pathum Wan
Kh Pàumpra. b. śatru. bà. ı̈ Khet Pom Prap Sattru Phai
Kh Ra. s. d́. ṙab. u. rȧn. a Khet Rat Burana
Kh Sambandhȧvongś.a Khet Samphanthawong
Kh Tȧlı̌ngjan Khet Taling Chan
Kh Ya. nna. va. Khet Yan Nawa
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Lam. pa. ng Lampang
A Cà. ehǒm Amphoe Chae Hom
A Hà. ngchatr Amphoe Hang Chat
A Kauga. Amphoe Ko Kha
A Mà. ebrik Amphoe Mae Phrik
A Mà. eda Amphoe Mae Tha
A Muanglam. pa. ng Amphoe Muang Lampang
A Nga. ö Amphoe Ngao
A Sob. pra. b. Amphoe Sop Prap
A Sroemnga. m Amphoe Soem Ngam
A Thoen Amphoe Thoen
A Vangnhu. a Amphoe Wang Nua
KA Mà. emau King Amphoe Mae Mo

Cangvhad́ RB.
Lam. bu. n Lamphun
A B. à. nh. ò. ng Amphoe Ban Hong
A Lı̄. Amphoe Li
A Mà. eda. Amphoe Mae Tha
A Muanglam. bu. n Amphoe Muang Lamphun
A Pǎ. za. ng Amphoe Pa Sang
KA Dùngho. ajā. ng King Amphoe Thung Hua Chang

Cangvhad́ RB.
Lo. eı̈ Loei
A Bhu. krad́ueng Amphoe Phu Kradung
A Bhu. ru. a Amphoe Phu Rua
A Dà. lı̀. Amphoe Tha Li
A D́ǎ. nzā. ı̈ Amphoe Dan Sai
A Jiangga. n Amphoe Chiang Khan
A Muanglo. eı̈ Amphoe Muang Loei
A Na. hàeo Amphoe Na Haeo
A Pa. kjom Amphoe Pak Chom
A Vangsabung Amphoe Wang Saphung
KA Na. d́òang King Amphoe Na Duang

Cangvhad́ RB.
Lobb. uri. Lop Buri
A B. à. nmhı̌. Amphoe Ban Mi
A Bad. hna. nigom Amphoe Phatthana Nikhom
A Dà. vūng Amphoe Tha Wung
A Go. ksam. ro. ng Amphoe Khok Samrong
A Jaı̈b. a. d́a. l Amphoe Chai Badan
A Muanglobb. uri. Amphoe Muang Lop Buri
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Mà. ehàungsaun Mae Hong Son
A Khunyoam Amphoe Khun Yuam
A Mà. ela. nāuı̈ Amphoe Mae La Noi
A Mà. esariang Amphoe Mae Sariang
A Muangmà. eh. àungsa. un Amphoe Muang Mae Hong Son
A Pa. ı̈ Amphoe Pai

Cangvhad́ RB.
Mȧha. sa. rȧga. m Maha Sarakham
A B. aurȧb. u. e Amphoe Borabu
A Bȧyagghbhu. mibisaı̈ Amphoe Phayakkhaphum Phisai
A Jiangyu. en Amphoe Chiang Yun
A Kandȧrȧvijaı̈ Amphoe Kantharawichai
A Ko. sumbisaı̈ Amphoe Kosum Phisai
A Muangmȧha. sa. rȧga. m Amphoe Muang Maha Sarakham
A Na. juak Amphoe Na Chuak
A Va. pi.pȧdum Amphoe Wapi Pathum
KA Ka. ed́am. King Amphoe Kae Dam
KA Na. d́u. n King Amphoe Na Dun

Cangvhad́ RB.
Nȧgaurna. yok Nakhon Nayok
A Pa. kbli. Amphoe Pak Phli
A B. à. nna. Amphoe Ban Na
A Muangnȧgaurna. yok Amphoe Muang Nakhon Nayok
A Onggȧrakṡ.a Amphoe Ongkharak

Cangvhad́ RB.
Nȧgaurbȧnom Nakhon Phanom
A B. à. nba. eng Amphoe Ban Phaeng
A D́a. unta. l Amphoe Don Tan
A Dà. wude. n Amphoe Tha Uthen
A Dha. tubȧnom Amphoe That Phanom
A Gam. jawi. Amphoe Khamchai
A Muangnȧgaurbȧnom Amphoe Muang Nakhon Phanom
A Mukd́a. ha. r Amphoe Mukdahan
A Na. ka. e Amphoe Na Kae
A Pla. pa. k Amphoe Pla Pak
A Re. n. u. nȧgaur Amphoe Renu Nakhon
A Śri.songgra. m Amphoe Si Songkhram
KA D́onglhoang King Amphoe Dong Luang
KA Na. vhà. King Amphoe Na Wa
KA Nigomgam. sràuı̈ King Amphoe Nikhom Kham Soi
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Nȧgaurpȧt.hom Nakhon Pathom
A B. a. ngle. n Amphoe Bang Len
A D́auntu. m Amphoe Don Tum
A Kam. ba. engsa. en Amphoe Kamphaeng Saen
A Muangnȧgaurpȧt.hom Amphoe Muang Nakhon Pathom
A Nȧgaurjaı̈śri. Amphoe Nakhon Chaisi
A Sa. mbra. n Amphoe Sam Phran

Cangvhad́ RB.
Nȧgaurra. jȧsi.ma. Nakhon Ratchasima
A Bima. ı̈ Amphoe Phimai
A B. o. ay. hǎi. Amphoe Bua Yai
A Cakȧra. j Amphoe Chakkarat
A D́ǎ. nkhundod́ Amphoe Dan Khun Thot
A Gaurb. uri. Amphoe Khon Buri
A Gong Amphoe Khong
A Hòaı̈thla. eng Amphoe Huai Thalaeng
A Jo. gjaı̈ Amphoe Chok Chai
A Jumboang Amphoe Chum Phuang
A Kha. msaka. esa. eng Amphoe Kham Sakae Saeng
A Kha. mdale. sa. u Amphoe Kham Thale So
A Muangnȧgaurra. jȧsi.ma. Amphoe Muang Nakhon Ratchasima
A No. ndaiı̈ Amphoe Non Thai
A No. nsu. ng Amphoe Non Sung
A Pakdhongjaı̈ Amphoe Pak Thong Chai
A Pa. kjàung Amphoe Pak Chong
A Prada. ı̈ Amphoe Prathai
A Si.gı̄u Amphoe Sikhiu
A Su. ngnoen Amphoe Sung Noen
KA B. à. nlhǔam King Amphoe Ban Luam
KA Soengsa. ng King Amphoe Soeng Sang
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Nȧgaursȧvarrġa Nakhon Sawan
A Baiśa. li. Amphoe Phaisali
A B. arrbotbisaı̈ Amphoe Banphot Phisai
A Bȧyuhagi.ri. Amphoe Phayuha Khiri
A Dà. tako. Amphoe Tha Tako
A Jumsa. eng Amphoe Chumsaeng
A Kàolı̄ao Amphoe Kao Lieo
A Kro. kbra Amphoe Krok Phra
A La. d́ya. ö Amphoe Lat Yao
A Muangnȧgaursȧvarrġa Amphoe Muang Nakhon Sawan
A Nhaungb. oa Amphoe Nong Bua
A Ta. gli. Amphoe Takhli
A Ta. kfā. Amphoe Tak Fa
Nȧgaurśri.dharrmȧra. j Nakhon Si Thammarat
A Bipu. n Amphoe Phipun
A Chȧva. ng Amphoe Chawang
A Dà. śa. la. Amphoe Tha Sala
A Dùngsong Amphoe Thung Song
A Dùngy. hǎi. Amphoe Thung Yai
A Hoadrai Amphoe Hua Sai
A Jawo. ad́ Amphoe Cha-uat
A Ji.ary. hǎi. Amphoe Chian Yai
A Khȧnaum Amphoe Khanom
A La. nsaka. Amphoe Lan Saka
A Muangnȧgaurśri.dharrmȧra. j Amphoe Muang Nakhon Si Thammarat
A Pa. kbȧnang Amphoe Pak Phanang
A Ràunbib. u. lẏa Amphoe Ron Phibun
A Sijol Amphoe Sichon
KA Brohmgi.ri. King Amphoe Phrommakhiri
KA Na. b. a. un King Amphoe Na Bon
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Nà. n Nan
A Dà. vangpha. Amphoe Tha Wang Pha
A Dùngjā. ng Amphoe Thung Chang
A Jiangkla. ng Amphoe Chiang Klang
A Mà. ecrim Amphoe Mae Charim
A Muangnà. n Amphoe Muang Nan
A Na. nāuı̈ Amphoe Na Noi
A Poa Amphoe Pua
A Sa. Amphoe Sa
KA B. à. nlho. ang King Amphoe Ban Luang
Nȧra. dhiva. s Narathiwat
A B. a. cau Amphoe Bacho
A Muangnȧra. dhiva. s Amphoe Muang Narathiwat
A Rangae Amphoe Rangae
A Ru. esau Amphoe Ruso
A Sunghaiko. lok Amphoe Sungai Kolok
A Sunghaipa. d́i. Amphoe Sungai Padi
A Ta. kb. ai. Amphoe Tak Bai
A Vā. eng Amphoe Waeng
A Yı̀.nga. u Amphoe Yi-ngo
KA Śri.sa. gaur King Amphoe Si Sakhon
KA Sugirin King Amphoe Sukhirin

Cangvhad́ RB.
Nhaungga. ı̈ Nong Khai
A Bo. nbisaı̈ Amphoe Phon Phisai
A B. uengka. ĺ Amphoe Bung Kan
A Dà. b. ǎ. u Amphoe Tha Bo
A Muangnha. ungga. ı̈ Amphoe Muang Nong Khai
A Sanggom Amphoe Sangkhom
A Śri.jiangmhǎi. Amphoe Si Chiang Mai
A Ze. ka. Amphoe Seka
A Zò. bisaı̈ Amphoe So Phisai
KA Baurcroeñ King Amphoe Phon Charoen

Cangvhad́ RB.
Nondȧb. uri. Nonthaburi
A B. a. ngbo. adaung Amphoe Bang Bua Thong
A B. a. ngkroaı̈ Amphoe Bang kruai
A B. a. ngy. hǎi. Amphoe Bang Yai
A Draināuı̈ Amphoe Sai Noi
A Muangnondȧb. uri. Amphoe Muang Nonthaburi
A Pa. kkred́ Amphoe Pak Kret
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Pȧdumdha. ni. Pathum Thani
A Dhañȧb. uri. Amphoe Thanyaburi
A Glaunglho. ang Amphoe Khlong Luang
A La. d́lhumkàeo Amphoe Lat Lum Kaeo
A Lam. lu. kka. Amphoe Lam Luk Ka
A Muangpȧdumdha. ni. Amphoe Muang Pathum Thani
A Nha. ungsu. a Amphoe Nong Sua
A Sa. mgo. k Amphoe Sam Khok

Cangvhad́ RB.
Patta. ni. Pattani
A Go. kbo. ḋha Amphoe Khok Pho
A Ma. ya. u Amphoe Mayo
A Muangpatta. ni. Amphoe Muang Pattani
A Nha. ungcik Amphoe Nong Chik
A Pana. re Amphoe Panare
A Sa. ı̈b. uri. Amphoe Sai Buri
A Yarang Amphoe Yarang
A Yarhı̌ng Amphoe Yaring
KA Dà. ya. ng King Amphoe Tha Yang
KA Māikǎen King Amphoe Mai Kaen

Cangvhad́ RB.
Pra. ci.nb. uri. Prachin Buri
A Aȧrañȧprade. ś Amphoe Aranyaprathet
A B. à. nsrà. ng Amphoe Ban Sang
A Go. kpi.b. Amphoe Khok Pip
A Kȧb. indṙab. uri. Amphoe Kabin Buri
A Muangpra. ci.nb. uri. Amphoe Muang Prachin Buri
A Pracantȧa. m Amphoe Prachantakham
A Srakà. eo Amphoe Sa Kaeo
A Śri.mȧha. bo. dhi Amphoe Si Maha Phot
A Ta. braya. Amphoe Ta Phraya
A Vad. hȧna. nȧgaur Amphoe Watthana Nakhon
KA Na. d́i. King Amphoe Na Di
KA Vangnām. yen King Amphoe Wang Nam Yen
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Pracoab. gi.ri.khanḋha Prachuap Khiri Khan
A B. a. ngsaba. n Amphoe Bang Saphan
A Dab. saka. e Amphoe Thap Sakae
A Hoahin Amphoe Hua Hin
A Kuı̈b. uri. Amphoe Kui Buri
A Muangpraco. ab. gi.ri.khanḋha Amphoe Muang Prachuap Khiri Khan
A Pra. n. b. uri. Amphoe Pran Buri
KA B. a. ngsaba. nnā. uı̈ King Amphoe Bang Saphan Noi

Cangvhad́ RB.
Ra. jȧb. uri. Ratchaburi
A B. a. ngba. e Amphoe Bang Phae
A B. à. npǒ. ng Amphoe Ban Pong
A Bo. dha. ra. m Amphoe Photharam
A Ca. umb. ueng Amphoe Chom Bung
A D́am. noensad́o. ak Amphoe Damnoen Saduak
A Muangra. jȧb. uri. Amphoe Muang Ratchaburi
A Pa. kdà. u Amphoe Pak Tho
A Vad́ble. ng Amphoe Wat Phleng
KA So. anphùeng King Amphoe Suan Phung

Cangvhad́ RB.
Ranaung Ranong
A Kapo. eṙa Amphoe Kapoe
A Krab. uri. Amphoe Kra Buri
A Lawǔn Amphoe La-un
A Muangrana. ung Amphoe Muang Ranong

Cangvhad́ RB.
Rāuı̈wed́ Roi Et
A A. csa. ma. rth Amphoe At Samat
A Bȧnombrai Amphoe Phanom Phrai
A Bo. nda. ung Amphoe Phon Thong
A Cȧturȧbaktṙabima. n Amphoe Chaturaphak Phiman
A Dhȧvajb. uri. Amphoe Thawatchaburi
A Ks.e. trvisaı̈ Amphoe Kaset Wisai
A Muangrā. uı̈wed́ Amphoe Muang Roi Et
A Nha. ungba. uk Amphoe Nong Phok
A Pȧdumratṫa Amphoe Pathum Rat
A Se. lȧbhu. mi Amphoe Selaphum
A Suvarrn. ȧbhu. mi Amphoe Suwannaphum
KA Bo. ḋhijaı̈ King Amphoe Pho Chai
KA Bo. ndra. ı̈ King Amphoe Phon Sai
KA Muangsro. ang King Amphoe Muang Suang
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Rayaung Rayong
A B. à. ngà. ı̈ Amphoe Ban Khai
A Kla. eng Amphoe Klaeng
A Muangraya. ung Amphoe Muang Rayong
KA B. à. ncha. ng King Amphoe Ban Chang
KA Plo. akd́a. eng King Amphoe Pluak Daeng

Cangvhad́ RB.
Sȧkolnȧgaur Sakon Nakhon
A A. ka. śwam. no. aı̈ Amphoe Akat Amnuai
A Banggo. n Amphoe Phang Khon
A B. à. nmò. ang Amphoe Ban Muang
A Barrn. a. nigom Amphoe Phanna Nikhom
A Kud́b. a. k Amphoe Kut Bak
A Kusuma. lẏa Amphoe Kusuman
A Muangsȧkolnȧgaur Amphoe Muang Sakon Nakhon
A Sǎ. ungd́a. ö Amphoe Song Dao
A Sȧvǎ. ngd́a. end́in Amphoe Sawang Daen Din
A Va. naurniva. s Amphoe Wanon Niwat
A Va. rijȧbhu. mi Amphoe Waritchaphum
KA Gam. ta. klà. King Amphoe Kham Ta Kla
KA Nigomnām. wu. n King Amphoe Nikhom Nam Un

Cangvhad́ RB.
Sȧmudrpra. ka. r Samut Prakan
A B. a. ngb. ǎ. u Amphoe Bang Bo
A B. a. ngbli. Amphoe Bang Phli
A Braprad́a. eng Amphoe Phra Pradaeng
A Muangsȧmudrpra. ka. r Amphoe Muang Samut Prakan

Cangvhad́ RB.
Sȧmudrsa. gaur Samut Sakhon
A B. à. nbā. eo Amphoe Ban Phaeo
A Kradùmb. a. en Amphoe Krathum Baen
A Muangsȧmudrsa. gaur Amphoe Muang Samut Sakhon

Cangvhad́ RB.
Sȧmudrsonggra. m Samut Songkhram
A Ambȧva. Amphoe Amphawa
A B. a. nggondi. Amphoe Bang Khonthi
A Muangsȧmudrsonggra. m Amphoe Muang Samut Songkhram
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Sȧrab. uri. Saraburi
A B. à. nmha. u Amphoe Ban Mo
A Brabuddhȧb. a. d Amphoe Phra Phutthabat
A Kǎengda. uı̈ Amphoe Kaeng Khoi
A Mo. aklhek Amphoe Muak Lek
A Muangsȧrab. uri. Amphoe Muang Saraburi
A Nha. ungd́o. n Amphoe Nong Don
A Nha. ungga. e Amphoe Nong Khae
A Nha. ungza. eng Amphoe Nong Saeng
A Saohài Amphoe Sao Hai
A Viha. rd́a. eng Amphoe Wihan Daeng
KA D́a. unbud́ King Amphoe Don Phut

Cangvhad́ RB.
Sȧtu. l Satun
A Dùngvhà. Amphoe Thung Wa
A Langu. Amphoe Langu
A Muangsȧtu. l Amphoe Muang Satun
KA Dà. ba. e King Amphoe Tha Phae
KA Go. and́o. n King Amphoe Khuan Don
KA Go. anka. lhong Amphoe Khuang Ka Long

Cangvhad́ RB.
Singḣab. uri. Sing Buri
A B. a. ngracan Amphoe Bang Rachan
A Brohmb. uri. Amphoe Phrom Buri
A Dà. jā. ng Amphoe Tha Chang
A Gà. ı̈b. a. ngracan Amphoe Khai Bang Rachan
A Indṙab. uri. Amphoe In Buri
A Muangsingḣab. uri. Amphoe Muang Sing Buri

Cangvhad́ RB.
Songkhla. Songkhla
A Cana Amphoe Chana
A De. ba. Amphoe Thepha
A Ha. d́y. hǎi. Amphoe Hat Yai
A Muangsongkhla. Amphoe Muang Songkhla
A Na. dȧvi. Amphoe Na Thawi
A Rano. d́ Amphoe Ranot
A Ratȧbhu. mi Amphoe Rattaphum
A Sab. à. yā. uı̈ Amphoe Saba Yoi
A Sad́ao Amphoe Sadao
A Sȧdingbra Amphoe Sathing Phra
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Śri.sake. s. Si Sa Ket
A Braib. ueng Amphoe Phrai Bung
A Kandȧrȧlakṡ.a Amphoe Kantharalak
A Kandȧra. romẏa Amphoe Kanthararom
A Khukhanḋha Amphoe Khukhan
A Khunha. ñ Amphoe Khun Han
A Muangśri.sake. s. Amphoe Muang Si Sa Ket
A Pra. ngġakǔ. Amphoe Prang Ku
A Ra. s. i.ślai Amphoe Rasi Salai
A Udumbaurbisaı̈ Amphoe Uthumphon Phisai
KA Hò. aı̈dab. dan King Amphoe Huai Thap Than
KA Ya. ngjumnā. uı̈ King Amphoe Yang Chum Noi

Cangvhad́ RB.
Subarrn. b. uri. Suphan Buri
A B. a. ngpla. mā. Amphoe Bang Pla Ma
A D́a. unce. d́i.ẏa Amphoe Don Chedi
A D́oemb. a. ngna. ngb. o. aj Amphoe Doembang Nangbuat
A Muangsubarrn. b. uri. Amphoe Muang Suphan Buri
A Sa. mjuk Amphoe Sam Chuk
A Sa. ungbı̀.nāung Amphoe Song Phi Nong
A Śri.pracanṫa Amphoe Si Prachan
A Ǔ. da. ung Amphoe U Thong
KA D́ǎ. njā. ng King Amphoe Dan Chang

Cangvhad́ RB.
Sukho. daı̈ Sukhothai
A B. à. nd́ǎ. nla. nha. uı̈ Amphoe Ban Dan Lan Hoi
A Dùngslı̌am Amphoe Thung Saliam
A Gi.ri.ma. ś Amphoe Khiri Mat
A Kongkraila. ś Amphoe Kong Krailat
A Muangsukho. daı̈ Amphoe Muang Sukhothai
A Sȧvarrgȧlo. k Amphoe Sawankhalok
A Śri.sajȧna. laı̈ Amphoe Si Satchanalai
A Śri.sam. ro. ng Amphoe Si Samrong
KA Śri.nȧgaur King Amphoe Si Nakhon
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Sura. s. d́. ṙadha. ni. Surat Thani
A B. à. nna. sa. r Amphoe Ban Na San
A Bȧnom Amphoe Phanom
A B. à. nta. khun Amphoe Ban Ta Khun
A Brasa. eng Amphoe Phrasaeng
A Bunbin Amphoe Phunphin
A Dà. cha. ng Amphoe Tha Chang
A Dà. jȧna Amphoe Tha Chana
A D́a. unsak Amphoe Don Sak
A Gi.anza. Amphoe Khian Sa
A Gi.ri.rat.hȧnigom Amphoe Khiri Ratthanikhom
A Jaiya. Amphoe Chaiya
A Ka. ñcȧnȧd́is. ṫh. a Amphoe Kanchanadit
A Kaubangan Amphoe Ko Phangan
A Kausȧmuı̈ Amphoe Ko Samui
A Muangsura. s. d́. ṙadha. ni. Amphoe Muang Surat Tani
A Vi.angsra Amphoe Wiang Sa
KA B. à. nna. d́oem King Amphoe Ban Na Doem

Cangvhad́ RB.
Surindṙa Surin
A Ca. umbra Amphoe Chom Phra
A Dà. tu. m Amphoe Tha Tum
A Jumbolb. uri. Amphoe Chumpon Buri
A Muangsurindṙa Amphoe Muang Surin
A Pra. sa. d Amphoe Prasat
A Ratȧnȧb. uri. Amphoe Rattanaburi
A Sam. ro. ngda. b. Amphoe Samrong Thap
A Sangkha Amphoe Sangkha
A Sȧnom Amphoe Sanom
A Śi.khaurȧbhu. mi Amphoe Sikhoraphum
KA Ka. b. joeng King Amphoe Kap Choeng
KA Lam. d́o. an King Amphoe Lamduan
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Ta. k Tak
A B. à. nta. k Amphoe Ban Tak
A Dà. sa. ungya. ng Amphoe Tha Song Yang
A Mà. erama. d́ Amphoe Mae Ramat
A Mà. esa. ud́ Amphoe Mae Sot
A Muang Ta. k Amphoe Muang Tak
A Sa. mngao Amphoe Sam Ngao
A Ùmpha. ng Amphoe Umphang
KA Bob. bra King Amphoe Phop Phra

Cangvhad́ RB.
Tra. d́ Trat
A Gla. ungy. hǎi. Amphoe Khlong Yai
A Khaosȧming Amphoe Khao Saming
A Lha. emnga. ub. Amphoe Laem Ngop
A Muangtra. d́ Amphoe Muang Trat
KA B. ǎ. urài King Amphoe Bo Rai

Cangvhad́ RB.
Trang Trang
A Hò. aı̈ya. ud́ Amphoe Huai Yot
A Kantang Amphoe Kantang
A Muangtrang Amphoe Muang Trang
A Palhi.an Amphoe Palian
A Sikao Amphoe Sikao
A Yà. nta. kha. ö Amphoe Yan Ta Khao
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Ub. olra. jȧdha. ni. Ubon Ratchathani
A Am. na. ccroeñ Amphoe Amnat Charoen
A Bȧna. Amphoe Phana
A Bib. u. lmangsa. ha. r Amphoe Phibun Mangsahan
A B. un. d. ȧrik Amphoe Buntharik
A D́e. jwud́om Amphoe Det Udom
A Hoataba. n Amphoe Hua Taphan
A Ja. numa. n Amphoe Chanuman
A Khe. mȧra. t.h Amphoe Khemarat
A Kho. ngci.am Amphoe Khong Chiam
A Khǔangnai. Amphoe Khuang Nai
A Kud́khà. opùn King Amphoe Kut Kaopum
A Mòangsa. msib. Amphoe Muang Samsip
A Muangwub. olra. jȧdha. ni. Amphoe Muang Ubon Ratchathani
A Na. calho. aı̈ Amphoe Na Chaluai
A Nām. yu. en Amphoe Nam Yun
A Śri.mu. angmhǎi. Amphoe Si Muang Mai
A Traka. rbu. ejphol Amphoe Trakan Phutphon
A Va. rinjam. ra. b. Amphoe Warin Chamrap
KA Se.na. nggȧnigom King Amphoe Senangkhanikhom

Cangvhad́ RB.
Ud́aurdha. ni. Udon Thani
A B. à. nd́ung Amphoe Ban Dung
A B. à. nphu. e Amphoe Ban Phu
A Beñ Amphoe Phen
A Kud́cab. Amphoe Kut Chap
A Kumbhȧva. pi. Amphoe Kumphawapi
A Muangwud́aurdha. ni. Amphoe Muang Udon Thani
A Na. kla. ng Amphoe Na Klang
A Nām. so. m Amphoe Nam Som
A Nha. ungb. oalam. bhu. Amphoe Nong Bua Lum Phu
A Nha. ungha. n Amphoe Nong Han
A Nha. ungvoaza. u Amphoe Nong Wua So
A No. nsang Amphoe Non Sang
A No. nsawa. d́ Amphoe Non Sa-at
A Śri.b. uñru. ang Amphoe Si Bun Ruang
A Śri.dha. tu Amphoe Si That
KA Dùngfhon King Amphoe Thung Fon
KA Jaiı̈va. n King Amphoe Chaiwan
KA Srà. ngga. um King Amphoe Sang Khom
KA Suvarrn. ȧgu. ha. King Amphoe Suwannakhuha
KA Vangsa. mmha. u King Amphoe Wang Sam Mo
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Cangvhad́ RB.
Udaı̈dha. ni. Uthai Thani
A B. à. nrài Amphoe Ban Rai
A Dabdan Amphoe Thap Than
A La. nsak Amphoe Lan Sak
A Muangwudaı̈dha. ni. Amphoe Muang Uthai Thani
A Nha. ungcha. ng Amphoe Nong Chang
A Nha. ungkha. yhǎ. ng Amphoe Nong Khayang
A Sȧvǎ. ngwa. romṅ. a Amphoe Sawang Arom

Cangvhad́ RB.
Utȧrȧd́itṫha Uttaradit
A Bijaı̈ Amphoe Phichai
A Dà. pla. Amphoe Tha Pla
A Fa. kdà. Amphoe Fak Tha
A Lab. la. e Amphoe Laplae
A Muangwutȧrȧd́itṫha Amphoe Muang Uttaradit
A Nām. pa. d́ Amphoe Nam Pat
A Tra. un Amphoe Tron

Cangvhad́ RB.
Yala. Yala
A B. annangsȧta. Amphoe Bannang Sata
A B. e. tong Amphoe Betong
A Muangyala. Amphoe Muang Yala
A Ra. man Amphoe Raman
A Yaha. Amphoe Yaha
KA Da. rto. King Amphoe Than To

Cangvhad́ RB.
Yȧso. dhaur Yasothon
A Gam. khǔankàeo Amphoe Kham Khuan Kaeo
A Kud́jum Amphoe Kut Chum
A Loengnokda. Amphoe Loeng Nok Tha
A Mȧha. jȧnajaı̈ Amphoe Maha Chana Chai
A Muangyȧso. dhaur Amphoe Muang Yasothon
A Pǎ. tı̀u Amphoe Pa Tiu
KA Dra. ı̈mu. l King Amphoe Sai Mun
KA Gā. uvang King Amphoe Kho Wang
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My Girl is a Lady

Kit Tyabandha, Ph.D.

My girl is a lady,
everyday she cleans my room.
I ask her, ‘What do you want to be?’
She waves in my face a broom.

‘You want to be a cleaning lady,
or being a clean lady you would prefer?’
‘You want to be a cleaned lady,
or would you rather be a lady cleaner?’

She eyes me up and down, then
she eyes me down and up.
Asks she me, ‘Are you a clown?’, when
wave before my face she does a cup.

O, the girl is but a cleaning lady,
she is no lady cleaner.
I ask her what she wants to be.
‘Don’t know’, she says, ‘But I won’t wed a farmer!’

A lady, cleaner with wings,
she enters my room everyday.
But I am allowed to sleep in mornings
if the bin by the door I lay.

Kit Tiyapan, 27 Z�[ September 2003
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Expression, Transliteration and Word-Creation

Kit Tyabandha, Ph.D.
31 \7] July 2004
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^
Introduction

This report is divided into three main sections corresponding to
three problems it concentrates upon, namely expression, translitera-
tion and word creation. Expression represents problems in translation,
transliteration represents attempts to find one-to-one correspondences
in translation and word creation represents creative processes found in
translation. Each of these three sections has a review section of its
own literature review which is only given briefly here. There is also
Section 1 which gives an overall review of all the things all the three
sections are said to represent. This is to give some direction for future
researchers who would like to do a research in related area.

As one can never avoid computers now in the 21 \7] Century I have
also dedicated Section 2.2 for whatever contribution I may manage to
make electronically in the future, for the benefit of future researchers.^

1. Review of literature

The information in this section is mutually exclusive to those in
Section 1, Section 4.1 and Section 5.1 to follows and must be put to-
gether to make a complete picture of my researching related literatures.
Section 2.1 gives another review for any reader with an engineering
mind.

Problems in translation come in many disguises. One always find
classic examples browsing through literature on translation. For exam-
ple, Michael Schreiber gives one example of a poem where rhyming
is essentially transliterated from German into English _ Schreiber, 1993,
page 146. `^

2. Methodology and tools^
2.1. Review of literature: Tools
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There have been various attempts to model the translation pro-
cess a for example Bell, 1991, page 59. b This type of modelling is in
line with Linguistics which is the attempt to describe grammars using
Mathematics. There are books written mathematically about languagesa Wood, 1993; Arntz, 1982—this one not too mathematical but uses tools
in Mathematics nicely to organise ideas b but they tend not to address
all important issues like metaphors and expressions. However, with
Mathematics going more and more towards nonlinearity, seeking order
in what is seemingly disorder as in the theory of Chaos, merging itself
with nature artistically as in the theory of Fractals, or philosophically as
in the theory of Percolation, one can now hope one day to understand,
for example, the working of a translated metaphor. Having said that,
one has to admit that one does find impossibilities even in Mathematics
itself, for example division by zero or the crossing of the Königsberg’s
bridge. So one could safely say that one can rest assured untranslatabilitya Bassnett-McGuire, 1980, page 32 b will always stay in sight.c

2.2. Computer-related things
LaTeX will be used for writing reports. Metafonts which comes

with TEXwill be used for creating fonts for those languages which still
has no electronic standard for processing and archiving. Creating a
new standard is done among Internet community using the Request
For Comments protocol or RFC. For the purpose of report writing, the
necessary standards would be made. This would become an additional
resource which benefits Internet users as the whole.c

2.3. Languages
Languages used in examples and case studies are those which I

have an interest in; at this stage I set no limit to their number. There
will be some unavoidable problem when one studies languages. A
person normally has only one mother tongue; and mine is actually
not even Thai but Lanna. The problem lies in the fact that one use a
language in studying languages. So the study could not become totally
free from the influence of that language. I will try to minimise, and if
possible find a good way to minimise, this problem. But, as Prasad has
said that an Indian writer should not write like a British writer a Prasad, 1999 b ,
this may not necessarily be a disadvantage.c

3. Expression

Translation of expressions has got everything to do with the ques-
tion of translatability, namely what is translatable and what is untrans-
latable. Expressions often are metaphoric and cultural in nature. One
could argue with reason that expressions could be best translated with
a mentality of a person who is very much at home with both the source
and the target languages.c

3.1. Review of literature: Expression
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Translation of expressions depends directly upon one’s idea about
what things are equivalent. Mona Baker deals with equivalence in vari-
ous forms, as well as faux amis Baker, 1995.

Unless one stops reading information and ideas never stop coming
in. Not only are there good translated classics to refer to, but also there
are examples written by educator-translators d for example Snell, 1971 e .f

3.2. My contribution

It seems unlikely that an equivalent expression could be created
by rendering word for word one language into another. Among other
things, I would like to look at criteria for good equivalence in the
translation of expressions.

The Lanna language still exists as a dialect of Thai though it used
to be an independent language of South East Asia in the 14 g�h Century.
Due to a political reason its scripts had been put out of use for nearly
a century, but is now reviving. The language is no longer written, or
at best is transliterated poorly using Thai alphabets. But the language
is very rich in expressions. I would like to draw some example for this
section from this language which is my mother tongue. This is one of
the reasons of my mentioning the RFC standards i in Section 2.2 j .f

4. Transliteration

Transliteration of words across languages is sometimes difficult be-
cause sounds in one language seldom correspond to those in another
in one-to-one manner. This problem is confounded further as the num-
ber of alphabets and vowels usually differs, and there are cases where
there are more than one alphabets having the same sound. One can
not ignore transliterations, neither can one take them for granted. They
are not only useful for turning proper names from one language to an-
other; they are also useful when one want to adopt words from foreign
languages. Any convention in transliteration is for the two languages
concerned only. It would be nice to have a universal convention which
can be used among variety of languages, but I doubt the usefulness and
user-friendliness of such a convention if it exists.f

4.1. Review of literature: Transliteration

Literature to be researched covers sources which ranges from or-
ganisational codes of practice in transliteration to transliterated ma-
terial within the body of published works. There are some standards
which are already very good, for example that for translating Mandarin
into English called pı̄n yı̄n. But unfortunately, or fortunately for that
matter, most existing standards still leave much room to hope for.f

4.2. My contribution
Transliteration of scripts between language pairs will be studied.

Guidelines, procedures, or if possible standards are the aim.
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k
5. Word creation

There are many instances where one needs to create a new word.
When anything new is invented in one country, taking them abroad
means finding a name that it could be called there. One may choose
either to adopt the new word from foreign origin, or to make up a
new word in one’s own tongue for the new thing. The first method is
called transliteration and has already been mentioned in Section 4. The
second one normally has to resort back to the infrastructure of each
language before the new word can be created. This infrastructure is the
underlying structure or the building blocks of the language. Ancient
languages where root of the words of those languages belong are ex-
amples of such structure. For most of the languages in Europe these
languages are Greek and Latin. For many languages of South Asia they
are Pali and Sanskrit. Again, this structure could be symbolic, for ex-
ample the pictorial nature of the Chinese characters which influences
those other languages that use them, namely Japanese and Korean.k

5.1. Review of literature: Word creation

To be done. Some of the material here might come from what I
have translated myself as a translator, most of which have not been
published.k

My contribution

I would try to find a procedure for translating scientific terms. And
then I would translate those terms which has never been translated
before. These terms would cover other fields as well as that of Control
Systems where I have some.

Other than scientific terms there would be jargons from a vari-
ety of disciplines to consider, ranging from the idioms used in ancient
Weaponries to terms used in Music. In whichever field considered, I
will try to cover as broad a spectrum of cultures as possible; weaponry
jargons of Polovtsy will be studied as well as those of Ayudhya.k

Usefulness of this project

Some of the merits of this project would be,l Examples of problems and their solutions given would become a
resource for translator as well as collection items for lovers of both
the source and the target language.l Standards created for archiving and writing scripts in the reports
for this project as mentioned in Section 2.2 would become a re-
source on the Internet for anyone to use.l Scientific terms and the procedure for producing them could be-

come useful.

Michael Schreiber. Übersetzung und Bearbeitung. Gunter Narr Verlag
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The use of transliteration, equivalence and coinage in translating
the metaphor of literature and scientific technology and jargon in
the languages of East Asia.

a Ph.D. project proposal to UMIST

Kittisak Nui Tiyapanm
Introduction

Translation between the languages of Europe and those of East
Asia is interesting as well as poses many difficulties. One of the rea-
sons for those difficulties is that these languages of the two continents
are from different family. For a similar reason the translation of the
rest of European languages into or from Hungarian for example, which
belongs to a different language family n , is equally interesting. So one
could perhaps say that the difference has more to do with the differ-
ence in the historical origins of the languages than it has to do with
differences in the geographical locations or the ethnic difference.m

Objective
These are the main objectives

n Hungarian belongs to the Ugric branch of the Finno-Ugric lan-
guage family. Other members belonging to the same branch are Mansio
Volgul p and Khanty

o
Ostyak p which are both spoken in Western Siberiaq

3 r
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s To understand how one could coin up words from science of a
foreign origin.s To be able to coin words which best represent these new terms.t

Methodology

The methods used for this study will start from the analysis of stan-
dards and conventions, both existing ones and those in the past. I will
attempt to synthesise systematically in order to gain the whole picture.
Refutation of some of the existing practices may become necessary at
this stage. In other words, everything will be put together and slack
practices commented, improved upon or changed.t

Examples

The following are some examples of technical words in different
languages u 2 v .
signum which means a function that has the value of w 1 for all inde-
pendent variables greater than zero, 0 when independent variable is
zero, and -1 for those less than zero. In Italian it is called funzione segno,
in French fonction signe. The Spanish word for this term is the same as
the English one, and so are the German and Dutch terms for it.
Resonance is called resonancia in Spanish, risonanza in Italian, résonance
in French, rezonans in Polish, résonans in Swedish and resonantie in Dutch.
In Thai, however, instead of being transliterated it is called Kan Kam-
ton, a term which has been successful in the sense that it has gained
acceptance in learned societies and has obtained the same mental image
of resonance.
parameter in the same in German, Spanish and Dutch. In Thai it is
used in a transliterated form, and so is in Japanese.

u 1 v Hilary Putnam. Mind, language and reality. Philosophical Papers. 2.
Cambridge University Press. 1975.

u 2 v Electricity, Electronics and Telecommunications. Multilingual Dictionary.
International Electrotechnical Commission, Elsevier. 1992.

u 3 vyx5z�z�{
|~}�}<�������7�5����z��������������R���
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Object-Location

Kit Tyabandha, Ph.D.

2 ��� October 2002

The object location problem is geometrical in nature. This article
is based on my design exercise � Tiyapan, 1995 � during my MSc course,
supervised by Dr. Zarrop of the Control Systems Centre here at UMIST.
Figure 15 to 17 which replace the original ones are produced by the
original respective programmes with minor correction, namely in the
drawing of the lower two sub-figures in each one of them. In addition,
Figure � and � give an idea where the mask is relative to the object at
each instance of time.
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Figure 1 Square object located by a square mask

Figure 1 is the object location of a square object by a square mask
of equal size. It shows the square object, the hill derived from the area
of intersection with respect to the position of the mask, and the � - and� -axes of the mask with respect to time.:
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Figure 2 A snapshot of of the object and eight others of the mask

Figure 2 shows the object together with eight snapshots of the mask
at different time. While doing a random searching the programme may
at times think that it has found the object somewhere and jumps to that
location, only to realise later the mistake. This is due to the interference
by the noise. On the other hand if it knows that it is doing the random
searching, it retains the latest position that it thinks is the correct one.
All of this is shown in Figure 1 and 2.:

A paper on this topic has been submitted to be considered for
presentation at the 7th International Symposium on Dynamic Games
and Applications which was to be held in Japan on 16–18 December
1996. In April 1996 I submitted an extended abstract of the same to
the organising committee and it was accepted. I thereby emailed to Dr.
Zarrop to ask whether he would mind being a coauthor of the finished
paper since it was him who gave me advises on the work which was
the product of the design exercise course that I did with him, he said he
would be happy to be one and I wrote to thank him. But upon seeing
the finished work he wrote to tell me to be its sole author instead
because he sees nothing new in it and, without giving suggestions on
how it could be improved, rather have nothing to do with it. I duly
sent the manuscript with his name taken out in July and it was not
accepted.

A work by Tiyapan � 1996 � on object-location problem is to be pub-
lished elsewhere because the original manuscript and results is irre-
trievably lost. It appears in the proceedings of the ATACS-96 confer-
ence. This conference is one among the series of mock conferences
under the name of Advance Theory and Application of Control Systems, which
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is organised each year at various places in Japan by laboratories which
are historically of the same family. ATACS-96 was participated by 14
research groups or laboratories from six different universities, with al-
together 102 participants, 48 of whom gave a presentation. ATACS-
97 has 42 paper presentations and 130 participants from 16 research
groups of altogether ten universities. ATACS-98 was participated by
114 people from 13 research groups of five universities, among whom
38 people were speakers. These are the three ATACS conferences I at-
tended, namely the one in 1996 at Izu Peninsula in Shizuoka Prefecture
and the one in 1998 at Lake Kawakuchi in Yamanashi Prefecture both of
which are in the excellent setting of the Fuji-Hakone-Izu National Park,
and in 1997 at a youth centre bordering on the lovable Yoyogi Park in
the bustling Shibuya District of Tokyo.

To summarise, the RLS technique with random searching is de-
veloped further to accommodate back-stepping which helps produce a
better result. The latter paper has been presented at an international
conference in Singapore � Tiyapan, 1997 � and then as a seminar at TIT
on 3 ��� January 1998 . The former is the second joint conference of the
International Simulation Societies called World Congress on Systems
Simulation. It was organised by IEEE Singapore Section, the Society
for Computer Simulation Europe, and the Society for Computer Simu-
lation International. I gave a presentation on the last session, Session
21 on Potpourri, of the last day of the conference. As I did not buy
the conference proceedings because it did not contain my paper except
as inserted addendum pages copies of which I already had, I have no
idea what the papers of the other presenters look like. The paper has
been reviewed by two reviewers both of whom gave it a good for tech-
nical quality and an average for importance. For both the originality
and the relevance to WCSS97, one gives a good while the other an av-
erage. The paper has been unanimously marginally accepted with the
readability and presentation scoring somewhere between below aver-
age and average. One reviewer commented, ‘The abstract is poor and
too short. The set of references is also very poor. There is no conclusion
to the paper! Previous remarks affect the quality of the paper, but it
still remains in � sic � interesting study. The algorithm of the last section
should be structed � sic � . Considering what I see of the paper I suggest
that the author use a classical chart to present his algorithm. More
precision � description � must be added to the functions an � sic � variables
in equations. Some are described some are not. Before the algorithm
section the author should give more precision concerning the random
search and he could add references. Though my english is not very
good, I think that the text should be improved � have it re-read by a na-
tive or English teacher if possible, or at least by another colleague. � sic � ’
The other gave a more succinct comment, ‘The paper seems to be in-
complete. The problem under consideration should be defined more
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clearly. Advantages of the proposed algorithm should be discussed in
more details. Practical problems that could be solved by the proposed
algorithm should be discussed. Conclusions should be added.’ None
of these suggestions I had followed because Dr. Helen D. Karatza the
Chair for paper review wrote saying that IEEE Singapore would inform
me about the final decision for my paper but I heard nothing from the
latter although they told me later that they had sent a letter to me at the
Furuta Laboratory, TIT. Interestingly enough I find a note in Japanese
received from Ms. Shinata dated 7 ��� March just now among the doc-
ument in I keep. She was then the secretary of Professor Furuta. The
note says that he could not help with the cost of the conference since he
has no idea what kind of paper I had written. Only now that it occurs
to me that a few month earlier on I did actually present a similar paper
which contains two-third of the contents in a conference which was or-
ganised by himself � cf Tiyapan, 1996 � ! That aside, I have thus far come
to the conclusion that the purpose of the organiser of a conference is in
order to make money.

The following summarises my presentation at the WCSS97 confer-
ence. The original ideas of the research RLS algorithm for object-location
problems come from an example in a design-exercise for an M.Sc. course
in Control and Information Technology which I did with Dr. M. B.
Zarrop at the Control System Centre, UMIST, during 1994–1995.

The same paper I also presented in a seminar of the Furuta Labo-
ratory on 3  �¡ January 1998 . The manner of the presentation is recap-
tured in the following. The performance function of an object location
problem can be represented by the area of the intersection between the
object and and a randomly placed mask as shown in Figure 3 and 4.
The former shows the hill positioned relative to the centre of gravity of
the object, while the latter shows the contour of the hill resulted from
a square object.
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Figure 3 The hill in an object location problem

Both the object and the mask are within the domain ¤ . The mask
is placed in such a way as to maximise the area of its intersection with
the object. The object and the mask may have any shape, and their
shapes can differ.:
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a ¦ Area of the intersection between square object and a square mask,¥

b ¦ contour of the hill thus obtained.
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The procedure used in the paper I presented at the ATACS96 con-
ference is shown in Figure 5.

Start

Overlap?

RLS

Random search

T

F

FT

Overlap?

Initialise parameters

Figure 5 RLS procedure with random search

The procedure in Figure 5 does a random searching whenever the
position of a hill is lost. Once the hill is found it switches over to a
recursive least square subroutine. Then Figure 6 shows the improved
algorithm in the paper presented today.
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Figure 6 RLS procedure with random search and back-stepping

This is the same as the procedure in Figure 5 except that whenever
losing sight of the hill it recursively steps back a step at a time for the
maximum of three times or until the hill is found again. If the hill is
still not found then it switches to do random searching as the other
procedure does.:

The simulation mentioned earlier on, namely where Figure 1 is, has
the methodology as shown in Algorithm 1. Here § 2¨ is the dither signal
variance, § 2© the noise variance, ª a random number, O the object, I the
image, I «¬¯® a square identity matrix of dimension ¬ and ° the dimension
of our space which lies between ±²° in both directions.

Algorithm 1 Object location algorithm.

Create the object;
for each step do³µ´ « 3 § 2¨ ® 2 «~¶ 1 · 1 ® ;¸ ´ ¶º¹ 1 » « 2 ¼ 1 ®¯½ ³ ;¾ ´ ¶º¹ 2 » « 2 ¼ 2 ®¿½ ³ ;
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ÀÂÁÄÃÆÅÈÇ ; É ÁÄÊÌËÌÍ 0 Î 1 Ï ;ÐÑÁÒÀÑÓ É ;
if ÐÕÔ 1 thenÖÈÁØ× Ù 2 Î~Ú 2 Î Ù Î~Ú�Î 1 Î 1 ÛÝÜ ;Þ Á Þ Ó 1;ÙßÁáàºâ

1 ã Í 2 ä 1 Ï ;Ú Ááàºâ
2 ã Í 2 ä 2 Ï ;å ÁæÙ ;ç Á Ú ;

Γ
Á

Γ
× I Í 6 Ï àèÍ�ÖÌÖ Ü å Ï ã ÍêéëÓìÖ Ü å Ö Ï�Û ã é ;í ÁîÓ
Γ
Ö¿Í�ÐïàðÖ Ü í Ï ;ä 1
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3;â
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4;
elseÞ Á Þ Ó 1;ÙßÁ å
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1
Ááà 2 ä 1

Í�àòñ Î ñ Ï ;â
2
Ááà 2 ä 2

Í�àòñ Î ñ Ï ;
endif

endfor
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Book Introduction

Edokko no Lanna

Kit Tiyapan

2003

ISBN 974–91341–9–2

The word Edokko is Japanese. It means ‘Edokkite’ or ‘Tokyoite’ in
English. No is Japanese for ‘of’. It also renders a noun preceding it into
an adjective, the function which is obviously the case here. The story
is set for most parts in Japan, but also contains the excursions I made
from Tokyo to New Zealand, Thailand and the US. After having been in
Japan for one year, and only after then, I have come to love the country
so much. The first instance this happened was when I was travelling
on a train across the countryside through the inner part of Kyūshū.
Thereafter this has been strengthened by my working as an interpreter
in Tokyo and Yokohama, my learning the Japanese archery or Kyūdou,
and my having fallen in love with the fermented beans nattou.
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Book Introduction

The Siamese Lanna

Kit Tiyapan

2003

ISBN 974–91341–8–4

I really thought when I was writing this book that I was going to
die before I could see another book published. This is why I have put
into this single volume all the knowledge I have about the Siamese mar-
tial arts as well as everything I have learnt from my sam. nakd́a. b. ÷ sword
school ø Śri. Ȧyudhya. . I feel that I have already told you everything
in this book, so there are nothing more I may add now. You should
somehow find the book and read it if you are interested in the Siamese
heritage. Because my great-grandmother was an Ayudhyaite, and be-
cause my Thai is way better than my Lanna, I identify myself as more a
Lanna Siamese ÷ or perhaps a Lannaese Siamese ø than a Siamese Lanna
despite what the title of the book says. The poem in pages 21 and 22 is
quite old and is very dear to me. I have known it since I was a child,
even though I do not know who wrote it. I would have liked to think it
is very old, dating back to the Ayudhya Empire of Siam, but it can not
be that old. Because it calls the name of the country by its new name
Daiy ÷ Thailand ø instead of the name used until the beginning of the 20th

century, Sya.m ÷ Siam ø , it means that it must be less than a century old.
What I plan to do next is to do more research into, and write about this
and other arts of fighting in more detail.
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